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White-tailed deer are the most 
important game species in North America. 
More hunters pursue whitetails than any 
other species, and whitetail hunters con-
tribute more financially than any other 
hunter segment. Collectively speaking, 
whitetails are the foundation of the entire 
hunting industry.

But, how are whitetails doing in your 
state, province or region? How did your 
last hunting season compare to the previ-
ous years or to your neighbors’? Read Part 
1 of the Whitetail Report to learn about 
state/provincial antlered buck and antler-
less harvests during the past three seasons 
and the buck harvest by age class. See 
how the deer harvest by weapon type has 
changed over the past decade, how much 
of the harvest now occurs before the fire-
arms season even starts, and learn how 
many buck and doe fawns are included 
in the antlerless harvest for each state 
and province. Finally, find which states 
are shooting the most bucks and does (in 
total and on a per square mile basis), and 
see that the percentage of 1½-year-old 
bucks in the harvest is currently at the 
lowest national percentage ever reported!

In Part 2 learn about recent trends 
and the most pressing issues facing white-
tails. View information on the inaugural 
North American Whitetail Summit. The 
QDMA is hosting this event in partner-
ship with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service and Bass Pro Shops. The Summit 
is a first-of-its-kind gathering of represen-
tatives from all sectors of the deer hunting 
and management community to address 
the current challenges and threats facing 
white-tailed deer. The Summit will be a 
landmark in the history of white-tailed 
deer management, and QDMA is proud  
to be spearheading the effort.

See the trends in increased hunter 

InTroduCTIon

InformaTIon & assIsTanCe

approval ratings and increased hunter 
desires to hunt for meat. Learn how 
the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife 
Conservation’s strong educational cam-
paign to protect young bucks has dra-
matically reduced the number of yearling 
bucks harvested annually in their state. 
Protecting young bucks is a pillar of 
the herd management cornerstone of 
QDM and something QDMA has pro-
moted since our inception. QDMA has 
an excellent working relationship with 
the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife 
Conservation and we applaud them and 
Oklahoma’s sportsmen and women for 
their efforts and deer management suc-
cess. 

Take a state-by-state and province-
by-province look at the amount of private 
vs. public land and the amount that is 
forested. You’ll be amazed at the amount 
of public land in some states. This is 
directly related to hunter access issues, 
and QDMA continues to work to enhance 
access and opportunities for sportsmen 
and women. Learn how the record 2012 
hemorrhagic disease outbreak affected 
deer herds in 2013 and what you likely 
saw (or didn’t see) during this past hunt-
ing season. Compare which states and 
provinces have DMAP programs and on-
line services, and see how lease rates vary 
throughout North America.

See the latest science on mature buck 
movement patterns, and learn how to 
increase your odds of crossing paths with 
them during the hunting season. View 
how state and provincial wildlife agencies 
regulate their buck harvest. QDMA and 
our members work with numerous states 
and provinces annually to help enhance 
deer management programs, and you’ll 
see how it’s not a one-size-fits-all recipe. 
Finally, learn about deer tagging require-

ments, the increasing spread of CWD, and 
why poachers suck! One of QDMA’s big 
initiatives in 2014 is to work with states 
and legislators to dramatically increase 
the fees and penalties associated with 
poaching whitetails. See which states have 
already done so and which ones QDMA is 
currently working with on this important 
initiative.

Part 2 also contains a special sub-
section on Public Involvement in Deer 
Management. See which states and prov-
inces have a published deer management 
plan, how the public can engage on deer 
management and hunting issues, and 
who’s keeping their eye on our deer herds. 
You’ll be surprised at how many (or few) 
deer staff some agencies employ. QDMA 
staff have provided input to numerous 
states’ management plans, served on 
some states’ steering committees, and will 
work closely with states and provinces 
on future plans. This special subsection 
also includes information on the degree 
that science and public desire impact deer 
hunting regulations. Many hunters will 
be shocked and amazed at what this data 
suggests.

Part 3 provides an overview of 
QDMA’s mission, updates for many excit-
ing projects, information on QDMA 
Branches and special events, and more. 
It also includes valuable directories for 
QDMA Branches and state/provincial deer 
project leaders.

Prior Whitetail Reports have been 
quoted, cited, and used as research and 
reference material by numerous publica-
tions, communicators, and deer hunters. 
Due to the response, QDMA enjoys pro-
ducing this annual report, and we hope 
you find it helpful and informative. 

Cover photo by Linda Arndt 

In various sections of this report,  
you will find references to previous  
editions of the Whitetail Report, which  
has been published annually since 2009. 
Every edition of the Whitetail Report is 
available as a free PDF on QDMA.com 
under the “Resources” menu. 

PrevIous edITIons of The WhITeTaIl rePorT
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abouT The deer harvesT daTa In ThIs rePorT

anTlered buCk harvesT

With respect to antlered buck harvest 
(those bucks 1½ years or older), the 2012-
13 season was a great one for many hunters 
in the U.S. and Canada. Twenty of 36 states 
(56 percent) in the Midwest, Northeast 
and Southeast shot more antlered bucks 
in 2012 than in 2011. All three (100 per-
cent) Canadian provinces that provided 
harvest data for the last two years shot 
more antlered bucks in 2012. In total, the 
Midwest, Northeast and Southeast (not 
counting Alabama) regions tagged over 2.7 
million bucks, and another 96,210 bucks 
were taken in four provinces in Canada. 
We were unable to attain Ontario’s harvest, 
and Ontario typically ranks near the top 
in Canada in this statistic. Texas continued 
its tradition of harvesting the most with 
304,035 antlered bucks. This was more 
than all of the bucks harvested from Maine 
to Maryland! For the second year in a 
row, Michigan was next with 222,640, and 
Wisconsin was third with 165,457 antlered 
bucks. Texas shot fewer bucks than the 
previous year, but Michigan and Wisconsin 
both shot more.

In the Midwest, hunters shot 
1,038,301 antlered bucks, 2 percent above 
the number in 2011. Minnesota hunters 
shot 14 percent more bucks in 2012, and 
Wisconsin hunters shot 10 percent more. 
On the flip side, South Dakota hunters 
shot 25 percent fewer bucks than in 2011, 
and Nebraska shot 29 percent fewer. Parts 
of the Midwest were hit hard with hemor-
rhagic disease during summer 2012, and 
that had a major impact on the season’s 
deer harvest. Numerically, Michigan shot 
the most bucks (222,640), while Wisconsin 

(2.5) and Michigan (2.3) reported the 
most bucks per square mile. Surprisingly, 
Michigan harvested more bucks per square 
mile than during the 
previous year even with 
significant losses to hem-
orrhagic disease during 
summer 2012. These are 
incredible buck harvest 
rates and are nearly dou-
ble the Midwest average 
of 1.2 bucks per square 
mile. The Midwest 
ranged from harvesting 0.3 bucks per 
square mile in Nebraska and North Dakota 
to 2.5 per square mile in Wisconsin.

In the Northeast, hunters shot 517,310 

antlered bucks. This was 1 percent higher 
than in 2011, as eight of 13 states shot more 
bucks in 2012. Maryland and West Virginia 

hunters each shot 8 per-
cent fewer bucks in 
2012, while Vermont 
and Maine hunters shot 
9 and 18 percent more, 
respectively. Numerically, 
Pennsylvania shot the 
most bucks (133,860), 
followed by New York 
(118,993) and Virginia 

(96,853). The Northeast averaged shooting 
2.0 bucks per square mile and ranged from 
0.4 bucks in Maine to 2.9 in Pennsylvania, 
3.0 in West Virginia and 3.1 per square 

The 2013-14 deer season is closed 
or nearing so for states/provinces across 
the whitetail’s range, and biologists will 
be crunching data in the coming months 
to assess the outcome of this past season. 
For the 2014 Whitetail Report, QDMA 
compared harvest data from the three 
most recent seasons available: 2010-11, 
2011-12, and 2012-13. We acquired harvest 
data from 36 of 37 states in the Midwest, 
Northeast and Southeast (see map) that 
comprise the majority of whitetail habitat 

in the U.S. We also acquired data from 
four of eight Canadian provinces. The 
following data are from each state and/or 
provincial wildlife agency. Agencies use 
different techniques to collect this data, 
and some collect more data than others. 
Analyses among agencies may not always 
compare “apples to apples,” but each state/
province provided their best possible data. 
Also, analyses across years should provide 
valid comparisons for individual agencies. 
An important note about the “per square 

mile” figures presented in the following 
pages is that some states use total area for 
these statistics while others use deer habi-
tat (and some differ on what is included 
in deer habitat). Therefore, we calculated 
per square mile estimates using each state/
province’s total area (including water bod-
ies, urban areas, etc.). This will allow future 
estimates to be very comparable across 
years for a given state/province, but not 
always across states/provinces. 

Of the 36 states we 
received data from for 
the past two seasons, 

56 percent of them shot 
more antlered bucks in 

2012 than in 2011. 

Quebec

NORTHEASTWEST

Ontario

Manitoba
Saskatchewan

New
Brunswick

Nova
Scotia

SOUTHEAST

MIDWEST

Whitetail Report Regions

AlbertaBritish
Columbia
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    % Change Bucks
State/Province 2010 2011 2012 ‘11 to ‘12 PSM**
Illinois 69,139 70,513 69,681 -1 1.2
Indiana 53,007 50,717 45,936 -9 1.3
Iowa 48,749 46,212 47,927 4 0.9
Kansas 43,047 45,025 43,321 -4 0.5
Kentucky 59,170 65,932 64,183 -3 1.6
Michigan 212,341 212,791 222,640 5 2.3
Minnesota 88,000 85,500 97,136 14 1.1
Missouri 104,607 114,031 120,549 6 1.7
Nebraska 37,967 37,160 26,309 -29 0.3
North Dakota 30,900 22,688 24,727 9 0.3
Ohio 86,017 81,721 81,149 -1 1.8
South Dakota 36,377 38,960 29,286 -25 0.4
Wisconsin 148,378 150,839 165,457 10 2.5
Midwest Total 1,017,699 1,022,089 1,038,301 2 1.2

Connecticut 5,299 6,256 6,442 3 1.2
Delaware 3,993 3,948 3,703 -6 1.9
Maine 12,230 13,056 15,385 18 0.4
Maryland 32,062 33,104 30,493 -8 3.1
Massachusetts 5,703 6,190 6,402 3 0.6
New Hampshire 6,015 6,548 6,659 2 0.7
New Jersey 19,925 18,575 17,752 -4 2.0
New York 106,960 110,002 118,993 8 2.2
Pennsylvania 122,930 127,540 133,860 5 2.9
Rhode Island 1,394 1,039 1,067 3 0.9
Vermont 8,430 7,374 8,073 9 0.8
Virginia 95,831 98,874 96,853 -2 2.4
West Virginia 58,416 78,081 71,628 -8 3.0
Northeast Total 479,188 510,587 517,310 1 2.0

Alabama 129,000 130,500 *  * * 
Arkansas 82,973 85,284 96,956 14 1.8
Florida 102,862 88,912 89,025 0 1.7
Georgia 155,255 133,520 130,115 -3 2.3
Louisiana 84,425 73,425 87,210 19 2.1
Mississippi 142,671 127,416 123,000 -3 2.6
North Carolina 80,430 80,014 80,883 1 1.7
Oklahoma 63,314 66,320 62,394 -6 0.9
South Carolina 116,755 108,907 116,673 7 3.9
Tennessee 79,859 85,676 88,549 3 2.1
Texas 357,378 309,207 304,035 -2 1.2
Southeast Total 1,394,922 1,289,181 1,178,840 2 1.7
    
U.S. Total 2,708,053 2,891,809 2,821,857 -2 1.7
       
Alberta * 19,840 * * *
British Columbia * * 48,627 * 0.1
Manitoba 16,769 * * * *
New Brunswick 3,914 3,972 5,144 30 0.2
Nova Scotia 5,938 5,485 6,219 13 0.3
Ontario 35,000 35,350 * * *
Quebec 29,726 28,124 36,220 29 0.1
Saskatchewan 24,800 25,700 * * *
Canada Total 116147 118471 96,210 24 0.2 
     
* data not available/provided  **PSM: Per Square Mile in 2012

Texas 304,035
Michigan 222,640
Wisconsin 165,457
Pennsylvania 133,860
Georgia 130,115

Top-5 States 
2012 Antlered Buck Harvest

Antlered Bucks 1½ Years and Older

EstimatEd Buck HarvEst

South Carolina 3.9
Maryland 3.1
West Virginia 3.0
Pennsylvania 2.9
Mississippi 2.6

Top-5 States 
2012 Buck Harvest/Square Mile

mile in Maryland.
In the Southeast, hunters shot 

1,178,840 antlered bucks (excluding 
Alabama). This was 2 percent more than in 
2011 when using data from states that could 
provide it for both years. Six of 10 states 
shot more bucks in 2012 than 2011, and 
their increases ranged from less than 1 per-
cent in Florida to 19 percent in Louisiana. 
Conversely, four states shot fewer and their 
decreases ranged from -2 percent in Texas 
to -6 percent in Oklahoma. Numerically, 
Texas shot the most bucks (304,035) with 
Georgia (130,115), Mississippi (123,000), 
and South Carolina (116,673) also surpass-
ing the 100,000 mark. The Southeast aver-
aged shooting 1.7 bucks per square mile 
and ranged from 0.9 bucks in Oklahoma 
to a nation-high of 3.9 per square mile 
in South Carolina. Unfortunately, South 
Carolina does not collect age data on the 
deer harvest so it couldn’t estimate the 
percentage of the buck harvest that was 
yearlings.

In Canada, hunters shot 96,210 ant-
lered bucks in 2012 in the four provinces 
we received data from. British Columbia 
shot the most (48,627), followed by Quebec 
(36,220), Nova Scotia (6,219) and New 
Brunswick (5,144). From 2011 to 2012, 
Nova Scotia shot 13 percent more bucks, 
Quebec shot 29 percent more and New 
Brunswick shot 30 percent more. Nova 
Scotia shot the most bucks per square mile 
(0.3), and this was approximately double 

the Canadian average. While bucks killed 
per square mile in Canada is much lower 
than each U.S. region, it is important to 
remember that provinces are at the north-
ern limit of whitetail range, large portions 
of the provinces are north of the whitetail’s 

range, and they experience severe winters 
and short growing seasons. Maine and 
North Dakota both border Canada and 
have similar per square mile buck harvest 
rates.
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QDMA also acquired the age structure 
of the buck harvest data for most states and 
provinces. Twenty-eight states reported the 
percentage of their antlered buck har-
vest that was 1½ years old, and 24 states 
reported the percentage that was also 2½ 
and 3½ years or older. In Canada only New 
Brunswick and Nova Scotia reported age 
structure data so this analysis will be limit-
ed to the Midwest, Northeast and Southeast 
U.S. In 2012, the average percentage of the 
antlered buck harvest that was 1½ years old 
was 37 percent, which is the lowest national 
percentage ever reported! The line graph 
below shows how the yearling percentage 
of the antlered buck harvest in the U.S. has 
changed during the past 24 years.

In 2012, Arkansas averaged the fewest 
yearlings (8 percent of antlered buck har-
vest) and Maine reported the most (62 per-
cent of antlered buck harvest). Importantly, 
Arkansas’ number is the lowest yearling 
harvest percentage ever reported for any 
state. Arkansas implemented a statewide 
antler point restriction in 1998, and the 
state continues with an antler point or 
antler point/main beam restriction today. 
Notably, Arkansas has led the U.S. in har-
vesting the lowest percentage of yearling 

bucks for four of the past five years! Kudos 
to Arkansas’ hunters and the Arkansas 
Game and Fish Commission. Other nota-
bles include Kansas and Texas (14 percent), 
Oklahoma (15 percent) and Louisiana (17 
percent from DMAP areas). It is important 
to note that Kansas and Oklahoma both 
achieve such great harvest age structure 
without any antler restrictions. A strong 
educational program helps immensely 
(see page 20 to see how the Oklahoma 
Department of Wildlife Conservation 
achieves this). Finally, Texas shot over 
300,000 bucks and amazingly less than one 
in five was 1½ years old.

Oklahoma (25 to 15 percent) and 
Texas (21 to 14 percent) had the big-
gest declines in percentage of yearlings 
from 2011 to 2012. Rhode Island (31 to 
37 percent), Missouri (48 to 55 percent 
in non-APR counties), and Maine (54 to 
62 percent) reported the largest increases 
in yearling buck harvest percentage from 
2011 to 2012. Rhode Island has nearly 
doubled its percentage of yearling bucks 
harvested from 2010 to 2012, but still ranks 
at the top in the Northeast for the lowest 
percentage of yearlings. Other notables 
include Michigan’s drop from 59 to 53 per-
cent yearlings, New Hampshire’s drop from 
49 to 43 percent and New Jersey’s decline 
from 62 to 56 percent yearlings in the buck 
harvest. Each state dropped six percentage 
points to get closer to the national average. 
Arkansas led the Southeast and the nation 
with less than one in 10 bucks being 1½ 
years old! Finally, for the second time in 
three years over half of the bucks harvested 
in Pennsylvania were 2½ years or older. 
The Southeast also maintained its region-
wide average at 25 percent yearling bucks. 
Three of four bucks shot in the Southeast 
are 2½ years or older.

Nationally, the average percentage of 
the antlered buck harvest that was 2½ 
years old was similar in 2011 (29 percent) 
and 2012 (30 percent). In 2012, this sta-
tistic ranged from 16 percent in Louisiana 
(DMAP areas) to 44 percent in Missouri’s 
APR counties and 45 percent in Vermont. 

Twenty-four of 28 states (86 percent) 
that we received age structure data from 
were able to also provide the percentage of 
bucks 3½ years and older in the harvest; 
kudos to these states for their data collec-

tion efforts. The average percentage of the 
antlered buck harvest that was 3½ years 
and older was 32 percent in 2012, similar 
to the 32 percent in 2010 and 33 percent 
in 2011. This is higher than the percent-
age of 2½-year-olds and not much lower 
than the percentage of yearlings. This is a 
testament to how far we’ve come as hunt-
ers and managers in the past decade. This 
statistic ranged from 7 percent in New 
Jersey to 65 percent in Arkansas, 66 percent 
in Oklahoma and 67 percent in Texas. Talk 
about a “Golden Triangle” for deer hunt-
ing! Other notables included Louisiana (59 
percent in DMAP areas) and Kansas (45 
percent), making the south-central United 
States an apparent hot zone of activity for 
mature bucks in the harvest last year. Only 
five of 22 states (23 percent) with com-
parable data for 2011 and 2012 realized 
a decline of 5 percent (by percentage) or 
more in harvested bucks that were 3½ years 
and older in 2012. Amazingly, Oklahoma 
increased the percentage of bucks 3½ years 
and older in the harvest from 51 to 66 
percent! Regionally, the Southeast aver-
aged the highest percentage of bucks 3½ 
years and older (49 percent), followed by 
the Midwest (27 percent) and Northeast 
(20 percent). Approximately half of the 1.2 
million bucks shot in the Southeast in 2012 
were 3½ years or older.

age sTruCTure of The buCk harvesT Top-5 States 
With Lowest 

Yearling-Buck Harvest Rates

Top-5 States 
With Highest Harvest of 

3½-year-old and Older Bucks

State 2012 Percentage
Arkansas 8
Kansas 14
Texas 14
Oklahoma 15
Louisiana * 17

State 2012 Percentage
Texas 67
Oklahoma 66
Arkansas 65
Louisiana * 59
Kansas 45

                       * DMAP areas 

Percent Yearling Bucks 
in the U.S. Buck Harvest
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2½ Years Old1½ Years Old 3½ Years Old

Buck HarvEst By agE class

State/Province 2010 2011 2012 2010 2011 2012 2010 2011 2012
Illinois 39 41 40 * * * * * *
Indiana 40 39 41 38 38 38 22 23 21
Iowa * * * * * * * * *
Kansas 9  14 35  41 56  45
Kentucky 33  32 41  39 26  29
Michigan 57 59 53 25 24 28 18 17 19
Minnesota * * * * * * * * *
Missouri 17(45)** 25(48) 25(55) 50(35)** 37(25) 44(24) 33(20)** 38(27) 31(22)
Nebraska 25 23 28 * 43 38 * 34 34
North Dakota * * * * * * * * *
Ohio 47 47 46 31 31 31 22 22 23
South Dakota * * * * * * * * *
Wisconsin 47 54 54 30 30 27 23 16 19
Midwest Average 38 43 39 34 33 35 28 24 27
         
Connecticut 40 44 40 * * * * * *
Delaware * * * * * * * * *
Maine 48 54 62 25 25 23 27 21 15
Maryland 53 57 55 * * * * * *
Massachusetts 40 44 45 31 29 28 29 27 27
New Hampshire 46 49 43 26 22 28 28 29 29
New Jersey 59 62 56 32 30 37 9 8 7
New York 55 54 56 28 28 29 17 18 15
Pennsylvania 48 50 48 * * * * * *
Rhode Island 22 31 37 37 37 28 41 32 25
Vermont * 40 37 * 35 45 * 25 18
Virginia 49*** 48*** 47 31*** 31*** 31 20*** 21*** 21
West Virginia * 38 43 * 33 34 * 29 23
Northeast Average 49 48 47 29 30 31 22 23 20
         
Alabama 27*** 23*** 28*** 30*** 30*** 29*** 43*** 47*** 43***
Arkansas 10 10 8 22 23 27 68 67 65
Florida * * * * * * * * *
Georgia 47 44 44 33 30 28 20 26 28
Louisiana 17*** 18*** 17*** 19*** 18*** 16*** 65*** 64*** 59***
Mississippi 13 13  17 17  70 70  
North Carolina * * * * * * * * *
Oklahoma 23 25 15 26 24 19 51 51 66
South Carolina * * * * * * * * *
Tennessee 42 43 44 38 36 38 20 21 18
Texas 22 21 14 19 19 19 59 60 67
Southeast Average 27 25 25 27 25 25 47 51 49
         
U.S. Average 38 39 37 30 29 30 32 33 32
         
Alberta * * * * * * * * *
British Columbia * * * * * * * * *
Manitoba * * * * * * * * *
New Brunswick 54 60 63 15 14 18 31 26 19
Nova Scotia * 51 39 * 20 30 * 29 31
Ontario * * * * * * * * *
Quebec * * * * * * * * *
Saskatchewan * * * * * * * * *
Canada Average 54 56 51 15 17 24 31 28 25

* data not provided/available
** data from antler-point-restriction counties (non-antler-point-restriction counties)
*** data from check stations and/or DMAP areas
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The average hunter today has much 
longer seasons and more weapon oppor-
tunities than in the past. To assess how the 
deer harvest has changed in response to 
these opportunities during the past decade, 
we surveyed state and provincial wildlife 
agencies to determine the percentage of the 
total deer harvest taken with a bow, rifle/
shotgun, muzzleloader, or other weapon 
(pistol, etc.) last season and 10 years prior. 
The percentage of the total deer harvest 
taken by muzzleloaders remained similar 
from 2002 (12 percent) to 2012 (13 per-
cent), but the percentage taken by bow 
increased dramatically from 15 percent in 
2002 to 21 percent in 2012. This is due to 
increased bow seasons, expanded crossbow 
use, and a growing interest in bowhunt-
ing. More punched tags from bowhunters 
means fewer rifle/shotgun harvests as that 
percentage declined from 73 percent of the 
total deer harvest in 2002 to 65 percent in 
2012. In real numbers that is a difference of 
about 500,000 deer! That’s a lot of bullets 
and slugs, and it can also mean fewer hunt-
ers in the woods during firearms season. In 
some cases fewer hunters leads to increased 
deer sightings as hunter pressure is lower. 
However, in areas with small landowner-

ship patterns, fewer hunters can lead to 
reduced deer sightings as deer don’t get 
pushed among properties. When hunting 
pressure rises, deer take refuge on unhunt-
ed (or lightly hunted) properties, and deer 
sightings can be low on adjacent proper-
ties even with a high local deer density.

In the Southeast, firearms reign 
supreme as nearly three of four deer taken 
in 2012 (72 percent) were with a rifle or 
shotgun. Muzzleloading (12 to 13 percent) 
and bowhunting (10 to 14 percent) only 
increased slightly from 2002 to 2012. In 
the Northeast, muzzleloading remained 
stable from 2002 to 2012 (16 to 17 per-
cent), but bow harvests jumped from 18 
to 26 percent of the total harvest. Firearm 
harvests decreased accordingly from 64 
to 54 percent. Muzzleloading was least 
popular in the Midwest at only 7 percent 
of harvest in 2002 and 8 percent in 2012. 
Firearm harvests dropped from 76 per-
cent to 67 percent because bow harvests 
jumped from 16 to 23 percent from 2002 
to 2012. 

In Canada, muzzleloading remained 
stable from 2002 to 2012 (5 to 6 percent), 
and archery harvest (by vertical bow) 
dropped from 4 to 3 percent. Firearm 

harvests declined from 2002 to 2012 but 
still dominated at 86 percent of all deer 
harvests. Notably, crossbow harvests in 
Quebec accounted for 18 percent of all 
harvests in 2012. That explains the sharp 
decline in Quebec’s (vertical) bow harvest 
from 10 to 2 percent from 2002 to 2012.

More hunters take advantage of bows 
and muzzleloaders today, and that’s great 
for the future of hunting. More seasons to 
go afield help even “occasional” hunters 
stay engaged, and it greatly enhances the 
opportunities to mentor youth and new 
hunters. Finally, expanded opportunities 
help retain aging hunters, and every hunter 
is critically important to our wildlife man-
agement system!

deer harvesT by WeaPon TyPe Top-5 States 
Percentage of 2012 Harvest 

by Bow
State % by Bow
New Jersey 52
Connecticut 40
Ohio 39
Massachusetts 36
Illinois 33

State % by Rifle/Shotgun
South Carolina 89
Maine 87
South Dakota 85
Minnesota 84
Georgia 82
Louisiana 82

State % by Muzzleloader
Rhode Island 51
Mississippi 26
New Hampshire 26
Virginia 26
Tennessee 24

Top-6 States 
Percentage of 2012 Harvest 

by Rifle/Shotgun

Top-5 States 
Percentage of 2012 Harvest 

by Muzzleloader

Hunters today have longer seasons and more weapon opportunities than in the past, and these expanded 
opportunities help keep hunters engaged, enhance the ability to mentor youth and new hunters, and help 
retain aging hunters. 
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PErcEntagE of dEEr HarvEst By WEaPon tyPE, 2002 vs. 2012

State/Province 2002 2012 2002 2012 2002 2012 2002 2012
Illinois  32 33 62 55 4 12 1 1  
Indiana 18 26 61 51 19 22 2 1
Iowa 15 20 76 67 9 13 0 0
Kansas * 28 * 67 * 5 * 0
Kentucky 10 14 76 73 14 11 0 2
Michigan 25 31 60 54 6 7 9 8
Minnesota 7 12 92 84 2 4 0 0
Missouri 10 16 87 76 3 6 0 0
Nebraska * * * * * * * *
North Dakota * 16 * 73 * 1 * 3
Ohio 24 39 65 46 11 10 0 5
South Dakota 6 12 92 85 2 3 0 0
Wisconsin 15 26 84 72 1 2 0 0
Midwest Total 16 23 76 67 7 8 1 2
                
Connecticut 24 40 60 43 7 7 10 10
Delaware * 17 * 62 * 19 * 1
Maine 8 8 89 87 3 4 0 1
Maryland 20 31 55 51 25 18 0 0
Massachusetts 23 26 66 45 11 19 0 0
New Hampshire 16 27 57 43 26 26 1 4
New Jersey 33 52 51 35 16 13 0 0
New York 7 21 83 67 9 11 2 1
Pennsylvania 12 26 84 66 4 8 0 0
Rhode Island 29 31 26 18 45 51 0 0
Vermont 23 24 52 49 16 18 9 (youth) 13 (youth)
Virginia 8 12 68 62 23 26 0 0
West Virginia 14 19 79 77 7 4 0 0
Northeast Total 18 26 64 54 16 17 2 2
 
Alabama 10 * 90 * 0 * 0 *
Arkansas 8 14 76 73 16 13 0 0
Florida * 27 * 64 * 9 0 0
Georgia 11 16 84 82 6 3 0 0
Louisiana * 8 * 82 * 10 * 0
Mississippi 15 17 70 57 15 26 0 0
North Carolina 6 7 85 79 9 11 0 3 (crossbow)
Oklahoma 15 22 60 58 25 20 0 0
South Carolina 6 7 91 89 3 3 1 2
Tennessee 12 11 67 64 21 24 0 0
Texas * * * * * * * *
Southeast Total 10 14 78 72 12 13 0 0
         
U.S. Average 15 21 73 65 12 13 1 1
                
Alberta * * * * * * * *
British Columbia * * * * * * * *
Manitoba * * * * * * * *
New Brunswick 0 3 99 96 0 0 0 1
Nova Scoita 2 4 98 97 0 0 0 0
Ontario * * * * * * * *
Quebec 10 2 73 64 16 17 1 18 (crossbow)
Saskatchewan 2 * 93 * 5 * 0 *
Canada Average 4 3 91 86 5 6 0 6

* data not provided/available

Bow Rifle/Shotgun Muzzleloader Other
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Looking at the deer harvest by weapon 
type provides some insight to hunter moti-
vations but not always to harvest timing. 
For example, in most states hunters can 
use a bow or muzzleloader during the fire-
arms season. Thus, we surveyed state and 

provincial wildlife agencies to determine 
the percentage of the total deer harvest that 
occurred prior to opening day of the pri-
mary firearms season, and to see how that 
percentage changed during the past decade.

In 2002, 23 percent of the harvest 
occurred before the firearms season, and 
this increased to 27 percent in 2007 and 
28 percent in 2012. In real numbers, the 
change from 2002 to 2012 was over 300,000 
more deer being tagged pre-firearms! That 
equates to a lot of hunters taking advantage 
of earlier and warmer hunting seasons.

In the Southeast the pre-firearm har-
vest jumped from 21 to 30 percent from 
2002 to 2007 and then declined to 26 
percent in 2012. Most Southeastern states’ 
percentages remained similar during this 
10-year span except for Tennessee where 
nearly three of four deer (74 percent) were 
taken pre-firearms in 2007 while only 39 
percent were in 2012.

In the Northeast, the pre-firearms 
harvest climbed steadily from 27 to 29 to 35 
percent from 2002 to 2007 to 2012. A full 
one third of the deer taken in the Northeast 
are now tagged pre-firearms. New Jersey 
(50 percent) and New Hampshire (52 per-
cent) top the list. This is no surprise as New 
Jersey leads the U.S. with over half their 

total harvest taken by archers, and much of 
New Hampshire has no antlerless harvest 
opportunity during firearms season, so 
many hunters must score with a bow or 
muzzleloader if they want to tag an antler-
less deer.

In the Midwest, the pre-firearms har-
vest climbed slightly from 20 to 22 to 24 
percent from 2002 to 2007 to 2012. These 
percentages place them below the Southeast 
and Northeast with respect to pre-firearms 
harvest and highlight the importance of 
firearms season in the Heartland. Nebraska 
and Minnesota shot the fewest pre-firearms 
(9 percent) while Ohio shot the most (38 
percent). In our 2011 Whitetail Report we 
reported that Minnesota led the U.S. by 
taking 29 percent of the total deer harvest 
on the opening day of firearms season. 
Nearly one in three deer shot in Minnesota 
throughout the entire season were taken on 
opening day – that would be a fun place to 
be for a deer hunter!

In Canada the pre-firearms harvest 
was much lower than in the U.S., across 
all years. It ranged from less than 1 per-
cent in New Brunswick to 8 percent in 
Saskatchewan.

Pre-fIrearms season harvesT 

Top-5 States 
Highest Percentage of 2012
Pre-Firearms Deer Harvest

Top-5 States 
Lowest Percentage of 2012 
Pre-Firearms Deer Harvest

State Percentage
New Hampshire 52
New Jersey 50
Maryland 43
Tennessee 39
Ohio 38

State Percentage
Minnesota 9
Nebraska 9
Maine 11
Mississippi 17
North Carolina 17

p hoto b y tes randle jolly
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 2002 2007 2012
Illinois 28 26 28
Indiana * * *
Iowa 19 25 27
Kansas 18 21 37
Kentucky 19 17 19
Michigan * * *
Minnesota <7 10 9
Missouri * * *
Nebraska * * 9
North Dakota * * *
Ohio 23 33 38
South Dakota * * *
Wisconsin 15 22 26
Midwest Total 20 22 24

Connecticut * * *
Delaware 28 28 29
Maine 7 12 11
Maryland 38 35 43
Massachusetts 23 29 36
New Hampshire 44 48 52
New Jersey * 41 50
New York * 19 22
Pennsylvania * 24 31
Rhode Island * * *
Vermont 31 32 37
Virginia * 28 34
West Virginia 15 19 22
Northeast Total 27 29 33

Alabama * * *
Arkansas * * 30
Florida * * *
Georgia 16 14 18
Louisiana * * *
Mississippi 15 12 17
North Carolina 15 15 17
Oklahoma 38 34 36
South Carolina * * *
Tennessee * 74 39
Texas * * *
Southeast Total 21 30 26
      
U.S. Total 23 27  28
      
Alberta * * *
British Columbia * * *
Manitoba * * *
New Brunswick <1 2 2
Nova Scotia * * *
Ontario * * *
Quebec * * *
Saskatchewan 7 8 *
Canada Total 4 5 2

PErcEntagE of dEEr HarvEst Prior to oPEning day of Primary firEarms sEason

In 2002, 23 percent of the harvest 
occurred before the firearm season, 
and this increased to 27 percent in 

2007 and 28 percent in 2012. 

In real numbers, the change from 
2002 to 2012 was over 300,000 more 

deer being tagged pre-firearms!  
That equates to a lot of hunters 
taking advantage of earlier and 

warmer hunting seasons.

Much of New Hampshire has no 
antlerless harvest opportunity 

during firearm season, so many 
hunters must score with a bow or 

muzzleloader if they want to  
tag an antlerless deer. 
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anTlerless harvesT

Antlerless harvests vary widely among 
states/provinces and years due to differ-
ences in deer density, productivity, a state/
province’s goals (reducing, stabilizing, or 
increasing the deer population), weather 
and other factors. However, we can learn 
much about an agency’s management pro-
gram by comparing the antlerless and ant-
lered buck harvest. Continuing with the 
analysis of states in the Midwest, Northeast 
and Southeast (excluding Alabama), hunt-
ers from these regions harvested 3,109,569 
antlerless deer in 2012. This was 3 per-
cent below 2011 and 6 percent below the 
2010 antlerless harvests for comparable 
states. Overall, Georgia topped the list 
with 255,294 antlerless deer; Texas fol-
lowed with 242,325, Pennsylvania was 
third with 209,250, Wisconsin was fourth 
with 199,830, and Michigan was fifth with 
191,364 antlerless deer. These five states 
alone shot nearly 1.1 million antlerless deer, 
and that equaled 35 percent of the entire 
U.S. antlerless harvest! While the top two 
antlerless harvests were in the Southeast, 
the region that has recently expressed the 
most concern regarding additive impacts 
by coyote predation, both states reduced 
their antlerless harvest from 2011 to 2012. 

Maryland harvested the most antler-
less deer per square mile (5.8), followed 
by Delaware (4.9), Pennsylvania (4.5) 
and Georgia (4.4). These are astounding 
harvest rates, and as stated earlier, these 
states are shooting more antlerless deer 
per square mile than some areas have for 
a standing crop of bucks, does and fawns 
combined! Regionally, the Northeast (2.5) 
averaged shooting the most antlerless deer 
per square mile, followed by the Southeast 
(1.7) and the Midwest (1.5). This is at 
least the fourth year in a row where the 
productive Midwest shot fewer antlerless 
deer per square mile than the Northeast or 
Southeast.

Also regionally, the Midwest shot 
2 percent fewer antlerless deer in 2012 
(1,268,240) than in 2011 (1,300,733). 
Numerically, North Dakota (19,280) shot 
the fewest antlerless deer and Wisconsin 
(199,830) shot the most. Other notables 
included Indiana increased its antlerless 
harvest 15 percent from 2011, and Kentucky 
increased it 25 percent. South Dakota (-31 

percent), North Dakota (-35 percent) and 
Nebraska (-36 percent) all felt the impacts 
of a record hemorrhagic disease outbreak 
in 2012 and had significantly reduced ant-
lerless harvests. Ohio and Wisconsin shot 
the most per square mile (3.1) followed 
by Missouri (2.7). Nebraska and North 
Dakota harvested the fewest per square 
mile (0.3), followed by South Dakota (0.4).

Nine of 13 (69 percent) Midwest states 
shot more antlerless deer than antlered 
bucks. Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska and 
North Dakota shot more antlered bucks 
than antlerless deer. The Midwest averaged 
shooting 1.2 antlerless deer per antlered 
buck, and this ranged from 0.8 in North 
Dakota to 2.0 in Indiana.

The Northeast shot 639,678 antlerless 
deer in 2012, 3 percent fewer than in 2011. 
Numerically, Rhode Island (1,154) took the 
fewest while Pennsylvania (209,250) took 
the most antlerless deer. New Hampshire 
(+9 percent) and Vermont (+19 percent) 

had the largest increases, while Virginia 
(-12 percent) and Rhode Island (-16 per-
cent) had the largest declines from 2011 
to 2012. Maryland shot the most antler-
less deer per square mile (5.8), followed 
by Delaware (4.9) and Pennsylvania (4.5). 
Northern New England averaged the fewest 
at 0.2 in Maine, 0.4 in Massachusetts and 
0.5 antlerless deer per square mile in New 
Hampshire; a testament to the differences 
in deer management programs in states 
with severe winters.

Nine of 13 (69 percent) Northeastern 
states shot more antlerless deer than ant-
lered bucks. However, four of five states 
that shot more bucks are in New England. 
For the fourth year in a row, West Virginia 
was the only Northeastern state not in the 
extreme northeast portion of this region 
that harvested fewer antlerless deer than 
antlered bucks. The Northeast averaged 
shooting 1.2 antlerless deer per antlered 
buck, and this ranged from 0.4 in Maine 
to 2.6 antlerless deer per antlered buck in 
Delaware.

The Southeast (excluding Alabama) 
shot 1,201,651 antlerless deer in 2012. 
Numerically, Oklahoma (45,454) took the 
fewest while Georgia (255,294) took the 
most antlerless deer. Florida had the larg-
est percentage increase (+13 percent) from 
2011 while South Carolina had the largest 
decline (-14 percent). Five of 10 south-
eastern states shot fewer antlerless deer 
in 2012 than 2011. Only Mississippi (+1 
percent), Arkansas and Tennessee (+8 per-
cent), Louisiana (+10 percent), and Florida 
(+13 percent) shot more antlerless deer 
in 2012. Georgia shot the most antlerless 
deer per square mile (4.4), followed by 
South Carolina (3.3) and Mississippi (3.1). 
Oklahoma (0.7) and Texas (0.9) averaged 

Top-5 States 
2012 Antlerless Harvest
Georgia 255,294
Texas 242,325
Pennsylvania 209,250
Wisconsin 199,830
Michigan 191,364

Maryland 5.8
Delaware 4.9
Pennsylvania 4.5
Georgia 4.4
New Jersey 3.7

Delaware 2.6
Georgia 2.0
Indiana 2.0
Maryland 1.9
New Jersey 1.8

Top-5 States 
2012 Antlerless Harvest 

Per Square Mile

Top-5 States 
2012 Antlerless Deer

Per Antlered Buck Harvested

Georgia, Texas, 
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin 
and Michigan combined 

to shoot nearly 1.1 million 
antlerless deer in 2012, and 

that equaled 35 percent of the 
entire  

U.S. antlerless harvest!
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EstimatEd antlErlEss dEEr HarvEst
    % Change Antlerless Antlerless
State/Province 2010 2011 2012 ‘11 to ‘12 PSM** Per Antlered
Illinois 113,131 110,938 111,130 0 1.9 1.6
Indiana 80,997 78,301 90,312 15 2.5 2.0
Iowa 78,345 75,195 67,681 -10 1.2 1.4
Kansas 42,806 49,788 48,036 -4 0.6 1.1
Kentucky 51,206 53,731 67,212 25 1.7 1.0
Michigan 205,509 203,930 191,364 -6 2.0 0.9
Minnesota 78,500 107,000 89,498 -16 1.0 0.9
Missouri 170,592 174,563 189,380 8 2.7 1.6
Nebraska 39,198 39,283 24,974 -36 0.3 0.9
North Dakota 38,400 29,823 19,280 -35 0.3 0.8
Ohio 153,458 138,027 137,761 0 3.1 1.7
South Dakota 44,068 46,200 31,782 -31 0.4 1.1
Wisconsin 185,211 193,954 199,830 3 3.1 1.2
Midwest Total 1,281,421 1,300,733 1,268,240 -2 1.5 1.2
        
Connecticut 6,813 6,641 6,979 5 1.3 1.1
Delaware 10,190 9,611 9,599 0 4.9 2.6
Maine 5,204 6,100 6,118 0 0.2 0.4
Maryland 63,821 62,268 57,048 -8 5.8 1.9
Massachusetts 5,090 4,943 4,606 -7 0.4 0.7
New Hampshire 3,744 4,561 4,953 9 0.5 0.7
New Jersey 35,479 31,533 32,190 2 3.7 1.8
New York 123,140 118,357 123,964 5 2.3 1.0
Pennsylvania 193,310 208,660 209,250 0 4.5 1.6
Rhode Island 1,104 1,379 1,154 -16 1.0 1.1
Vermont 7,051 4,758 5,684 19 0.6 0.7
Virginia 126,243 134,114 118,345 -12 3.0 1.2
West Virginia 47,637 65,615 59,788 -9 2.5 0.8
Northeast Total 628,826 658,540 639,678 -3 2.5 1.2
         
Alabama 208,000 206,500 *  * * *
Arkansas 103,192 107,464 116,531 8 2.2 1.2
Florida 75,683 47,276 53,300 13 1.0 0.6
Georgia 308,747 277,961 255,294 -8 4.4 2.0
Louisiana 69,075 60,075 65,790 10 1.6 0.8
Mississippi 179,616 144,859 147,000 1 3.1 1.2
North Carolina 94,727 93,539 86,366 -8 1.8 1.1
Oklahoma 46,000 46,543 45,454 -2 0.7 0.7
South Carolina 105,894 117,551 101,181 -14 3.3 0.9
Tennessee 82,950 82,026 88,410 8 2.1 1.0
Texas 330,698 265,601 242,325 -9 0.9 0.8
Southeast Total 1,604,582 1,449,395 1,201,651 -3 1.7 1.0
         
U.S. Total 3,514,829 3,408,668 3,109,569 -3 1.9 1.1
         
Alberta * 19,290 * * * *
British Columbia * * 15,588  * * * 
Manitoba 9,030 * *  * *  *
New Brunswick 1,179 717 919 28 0.0 0.2
Nova Scotia 4,034 3,575 2,736 -23 0.1 0.4
Ontario 30,000 30,775 * * * *
Quebec 22,744 21,147 22,323 6 0.0 0.6
Saskatchewan 13,600 7,600 * * * *
Canada Total 80,587 83,104 41,566 2 <1 0.4
      
* data not available/provided  **Per Square Mile in 2012

the fewest antlerless deer harvested per 
square mile.

Only four of 10 Southeastern states  
(40 percent) shot more antlerless deer than 
antlered bucks in 2012. The Southeast 
averaged shooting 1.0 antlerless deer per 
antlered buck, and this ranged from 0.6 in 
Florida to 2.0 antlerless deer per antlered 
buck in Georgia.

Canada shot 41,566 antlerless deer in 
four provinces in 2012. For the three prov-
inces that provided data in 2011 and 2012, 
this was 2 percent more antlerless deer. 
Numerically, New Brunswick (919) took 
the fewest while Quebec (22,323) took the 
most antlerless deer. Two of 3 provinces 
shot more antlerless deer in 2012 while 
Nova Scotia shot 23 percent fewer. Nova 
Scotia shot the most antlerless deer per 
square mile (0.1), while British Columbia, 
New Brunswick, and Quebec all shot  less 
than 0.1 per square mile. All provinces 
shot more antlered bucks than antlerless 
deer, and the numbers ranged from 0.2 
antlerless deer per antlered buck in New 
Brunswick to 0.6 in Quebec. In general, 
provincial harvest statistics are similar to 
those in New England and upper Great 
Plains states. 

Reduced antlerless harvests are neces-
sary in areas where deer herds have been 
balanced with the habitat and/or when 
other mortality factors (such as predation 
or disease) are increasing. However, most 
states should harvest more antlerless deer 
than antlered bucks on a regular basis. In 
2012, only 22 of 36 states (61 percent) shot 
more antlerless deer than antlered bucks; 
down from 73 percent in 2011 and match-
ing the percentage in 2010. 

Most states should 
harvest more antlerless 

deer than antlered 
bucks on a 

regular basis.
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2012 anTlerless harvesT breakdoWn

Knowing how many antlerless deer 
your state/province harvests is important, 
but being able to separate the total ant-
lerless harvest into adult does, doe fawns 
and buck fawns is even more meaning-
ful for a deer manager. Namely, because 
the most critical tenet of Quality Deer 
Management (QDM) is to balance the deer 
herd with the habitat’s ability to support 
it; to do so hunters are routinely tasked 
with manipulating the percentage of adult 
does in the antlerless harvest. Nationally 
speaking, the three regions analyzed in this 
report averaged 72 percent adult does, 14 
percent doe fawns and 14 percent buck 
fawns. Regionally, the Southeast harvested 
a much higher percentage of adult does 
(83 percent) than the Midwest (67 percent) 
or Northeast (66 percent). The Southeast 
also harvested a smaller percentage of doe 
fawns (10 percent) than the Midwest (15 
percent) and Northeast (15 percent), and 
less than half the percentage of buck fawns 
(8 percent) than the Midwest (18 percent) 
and Northeast (17 percent).

In the Southeast, four of five states (80 
percent) that provided comparable data 
ranged from 82 to 88 percent adult does in 

the total antlerless harvest. Only one other 
state in the U.S. (Kansas) matched those 
numbers. With respect to fawn harvest,  
QDMA recommends bucks fawns consti-
tute 10 percent or less of the total antlerless 
harvest (for more info on why, refer to 
page 35 of the 2010 Whitetail Report). Five 
of six states (83 percent) in the Southeast 
met this recommendation. Only North 
Carolina harvested a higher percentage of 
buck fawns (17 percent).

In the Northeast, states ranged from 
59 percent (Delaware and Massachusetts) 
to 79 percent (Vermont) adult does. The 
Northeast averaged 15 percent doe fawns 
and 17 percent buck fawns. Vermont shot 
the fewest buck fawns (11 percent) while 
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania shot the 
most (22 percent).

In the Midwest, states ranged from 55 
percent (Ohio and Wisconsin) to 85 percent 
(Kansas) adult does. The Midwest averaged 
15 percent doe fawns and 18 percent buck 
fawns. Kansas shot the fewest buck fawns 
(7 percent) and Ohio (25 percent) shot the 
most. Outside of the Southeast, Kansas is 
the only state to report a buck fawn harvest 
of less than 10 percent of the total antlerless 

Top-5 States 
Highest Percentage of Adult 

Does in 2012 Antlerless Harvest
Oklahoma 88
Arkansas 86
Kansas 85
Alabama 82
Georgia 82

Arkansas 4
Oklahoma 5
Alabama 7
Kansas 7
Georgia 9

Ohio 25
Wisconsin 24
Massachusetts 22
Missouri 22
Pennsylvania 22

Top-5 States 
Lowest Percentage of Buck 

Fawns in 2012 Antlerless Harvest

Top-5 States 
Highest Percentage of Buck 

Fawns in 2012 Antlerless Harvest
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State/Province Adult Doe Doe Fawn Buck Fawn Other^
Illinois 63 16 21 0
Indiana 61 22 18 0
Iowa * * 17 0
Kansas 85 6 7 2
Kentucky 73 13 14 0
Michigan 68 14 14 4
Minnesota 67 14 19 0
Missouri * * 22 0
Nebraska 73 14 13 0
North Dakota * * * *
Ohio 55 20 25 *
South Dakota * * * *
Wisconsin 55 20 24 1
Midwest Total 67 15 18 1

Connecticut * * * *
Delaware 59 13 20 8
Maine 70 14 16 0
Maryland 63 18 19 0
Massachusetts 59 19 22 0
New Hampshire 68 15 17 0
New Jersey * * 15 0
New York 70 14 16 0
Pennsylvania 61 18 22 0
Rhode Island 72 13 15 0
Vermont 79 10 11 0
Virginia 61 22 18 0
West Virginia 69 14 17 0
Northeast Total 66 15 17 1

Alabama 82 11 7 0
Arkansas 86 10 4 0
Florida * * * *
Georgia 82 9 9 0
Louisiana * * * *
Mississippi * * * *
North Carolina * * 17 0
Oklahoma 88 8 5 0
South Carolina 76 15 10 0
Tennessee * * * *
Texas * * * *
Southeast Total 83 10 8 0
    
U.S. Total 72 14 14 <1
    
Alberta * * * *
British Columbia * * * * 
Manitoba * * * *
New Brunswick 70 10 20 0
Nova Scotia * * * *
Ontario * * * *
Quebec 68 * * 0
Saskatchewan * * * *
Canada Total 69 10 20 0

* data not available
^ category includes bucks with antlers less than 3 inches long and bucks with shed antlers

PErcEntagE of antlErlEss HarvEst, 2012

harvest. In Canada, Quebec (68 percent) 
and New Brunswick (70 percent) harvested 
similar percentages of adult does to the 
Midwest and Northeast. 

Hunters are increasingly answering 
the call to harvest antlerless deer. However, 
reduced deer populations, increasing pred-
ator numbers, and recent severe winters 
and disease outbreaks all highlight the 
need to critically review target antlerless 
harvest recommendations. Assessing the 
sex and age structure of prior antlerless 
harvests is a key component to prescribing 
appropriate future antlerless targets. 

So, who has the best numbers?  Every 
state and province that monitors the sex 
and age structure of their antlerless harvest 
deserves credit.  Other than having buck 
fawns constitute less than 10 percent of the 
total antlerless harvest there is no “ideal” 
breakdown for the percentage of fawn 
and adult does in the harvest.  It is more 
important to monitor how these percent-
ages change over time in any given state 
or province because differences can result 
from increasing or decreasing fawn pro-
duction and mortality rates, adult survival 
rates, harvest pressure and other factors.

Reduced deer populations, 
increasing predator numbers, 
and recent severe winters and 
disease outbreaks all highlight 

the need to critically review 
target antlerless harvest 

recommendations.

With respect to fawn harvest, QDMA recommends 
buck fawns constitute 10 percent or less of the total 
antlerless harvest. 
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Increased Hunter approval ratIng 
Hunting supports the lion’s share of 

wildlife management in North America, 
and hunters are the backbone of the entire 
system. Thus, public support of hunting is 
important, and a recent nationwide survey 
indicates 79 percent of Americans approve 
of hunting, marking a 5 percent increase 
from 2011 and the highest level since 1995. 
Responsive Management, a public opinion 
research organization focusing on natural 
resource and outdoor recreation issues, 
began to scientifically track nationwide 
hunting approval trends in 1995. The most 
recent finding of 79 percent is the highest 
percentage to date. Trends remain relative-
ly steady over the years: 73 percent in 1995, 
75 percent in 2003, 78 percent in 2006, 74 
percent in 2011 and 79 percent in 2013.

The survey also found that more than 
half of Americans (52 percent) strongly 
approve of hunting (79 percent strongly 
or moderately approve), while 12 percent 
disapprove (strongly or moderately) of 
hunting. Another 9 percent gave a neutral 
answer.

The increase in acceptance may, 
in fact, be linked to results from the 
most recent (2011) National Survey of 
Fishing, Hunting and Wildlife-Associated 
Recreation by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, which shows hunting participa-
tion increased by 9 percent since 2006 
while shooting participation increased 18 
percent since 2009 (see page 20 of the 

2013 Whitetail Report). Other Responsive 
Management studies on public opinion 
on hunting show the strongest correlation 
with the approval of hunting is when the 
person asked actually knows a hunter.

Conducted in February 2013, the 
Responsive Management survey randomly 
surveyed over 1,300 Americans 18 years of 
age and older. 

Hunting directly accounts for more 
than a million jobs in the United States and 
creates an overall economy of $87 billion 

per year. Hunters provide the vast majority 
of funding that allows state wildlife agen-
cies to successfully manage our wildlife 
resources through license sales and excise 
taxes on hunting equipment.

 
QDMA’s Recommendations 

By virtue of QDMA’s Code of Conduct, 
practitioners of the QDM philosophy work 
hard every year at leaving land and wild-
life in better condition than they found 
it. QDMA recommends sportsmen and 
women strive to be the best stewards they 
can, to never stop learning, and to lead 
by example for hunters and non-hunters 
alike; approval ratings of hunting should 
continue to increase alongside growth of 
the QDMA. 

Source: Responsive Management, 2013
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A recent nationwide 
survey indicates 79 percent 

of Americans approve 
of hunting, marking a 
5 percent increase from 
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Increased desIre to Hunt for Meat

Do you enjoy the table fare provided 
by the deer you or your family harvest? 
We do too, and apparently more and more 
folks feel the same way. Recent research by 
Responsive Management, a public opinion 
survey group focusing on natural resource 
and outdoor recreation issues, has revealed 
that obtaining meat is an increasingly 
important motivation for hunters going 
afield. There are numerous reasons for 
growth in the segment of hunters who 
engage in hunting for practical reasons, 
and several new studies make it clear this 
trend is widespread and unmistakable. 

In a 2013 nationwide scientific tele-
phone survey measuring hunting partici-
pation among Americans ages 18 years 
old and older, a question asked hunters 
about their single most important reason 
for hunting. Respondents were asked to 
choose from a list of potential reasons, 
including being with family and friends, 
being close to nature, for the sport/rec-
reation, for the meat, or for a trophy. In 
response, more than a third of hunters 
(35 percent) chose “for meat” as the most 
important reason for their recent hunt-
ing participation. However, what is most 

noteworthy is the substantial increase (13 
percent) in the percentage of hunters giv-
ing the same answer since the last time the 
question was asked; in a similar nationwide 
survey conducted in 2006, just 22 percent 
of American adult hunters named “for the 
meat” as their most important reason for 
going hunting. The percentages of hunt-
ers naming one of the other reasons either 
remained stable or declined between 2006 
and 2013.

Other recent research from the same 
firm confirms this motivation. With the 9 
percent increase in national hunting partic-
ipation between 2006 to 2011 (see page 20 
of the 2013 Whitetail Report), Responsive 
Management initiated and coordinated 
a study with the American Sportfishing 
Association, Southwick Associates, and the 
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 
to better understand the factors correlated 
with the increase in hunting and determine 
how these factors may have contributed to 
the uptick in participation. One of the key 
components of the study was a telephone 
survey of hunters in seven of the top 
states (Alabama, Alaska, Indiana, Idaho, 
Mississippi, New York, and South Dakota) 
that experienced an increase in resident 
hunting participation between 2006 and 
2011. 
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Results from this survey further high-
light the degree to which hunters today 
are focusing on meat as a primary rea-
son for their participation. When hunters 
were read a list of factors that potentially 
influenced them to go hunting, the top 
factor rated as a major or minor influ-
ence was “interest in hunting as a local, 
natural, or ‘green’ food source”, with 68 
percent of hunters saying this was an influ-
ence. Moreover, in an open-ended ques-
tion (where no answer set was read, but 
respondents could simply name anything 
that came to mind) 56 percent said that 
they hunted for food or meat. 

The growing importance of meat as 
hunters’ foremost reason for hunting has 
even been observed at the state level. One 
of the most dramatic examples can be seen 
in Georgia, where Responsive Management 
recently completed a survey of deer hunt-
ers as part of an overall project examining 
opinions on deer management and deer 
hunting regulations. A similar version of 
the survey was last conducted in 2004. 
Georgia deer hunters that are motivated 
by meat saw a remarkable increase of 25 
percent between 2004 and 2013; as with the 
national survey discussed earlier, all other 
reasons in the list either remained stable 

or declined.
Several factors appear to have con-

tributed to this pronounced motivational 
shift in favor of meat among American 
hunters. Perhaps the single most impor-
tant factor is the recession that began at 
the end of 2008/early 2009. As households 
throughout the United States started to 
feel the effects of significant financial pres-
sures (including frozen or reduced salaries 
and/or prolonged unemployment), more 
people likely turned to hunting as a way 
of acquiring relatively inexpensive venison 
and other meat to put food on the table. 
It is also important to note that nearly 
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half (48 percent) of the hunt-
ers surveyed in the seven top 
states mentioned above said 
that hunting “to save money in 
a bad or declining state econ-
omy” was a reason for their 
decision to go hunting during 
that time period.

Another factor contribut-
ing to an emphasis on hunting 
for utilitarian reasons appears 
to be the natural, “green” or 
locavore food movement – 
which encourages food pro-
cured locally and sustainably 
over foods produced indus-
trially that must be shipped 
across oceans or continents to 
reach your plate. This philoso-
phy has been gaining ground 
over the past few years, and hunting is cer-
tainly a key source of such foods.

 A final factor that provides insight 
into the recent emphasis on hunting for 
meat relates to the gender of hunters: 
Female hunters appear to be substantially 
more likely to choose “for the meat” as 
their most important reason for hunting. 
To see why, let’s draw on additional find-
ings from two of the studies mentioned 
earlier. The aforementioned 2013 survey 
that explored recent increases in hunting 
participation between 2006 and 2011 cat-

egorized all hunters from the same seven 
states as either “established” hunters or 
“new/returning” hunters. We also have a 
breakdown of gender from the original 
national survey that revealed the increase 
in participation. Apparently, by comparing 
the results, it is this latter group that may 
have both contributed to the increase in 
participation of hunting (among estab-
lished hunters, 9 percent were female; 
among new/returning hunters, 14 percent 
were female) as well as to the increased 
motivation to hunt for meat (55 percent 

of female hunters tend to choose “for the 
meat” as a primary reason, compared to 
just 27 percent of male hunters). 

Together, these studies suggest that 
gender may in fact play a role in the 
shift toward hunting for the meat. With 
more, new women hunters in the field (see 
page 31 of the 2012 Whitetail Report) and 
the greater emphasis women place on the 
importance of hunting for the meat, it can 
be deduced that this is also an additional 
explanation for more hunters hunting for 
food rather than for other reasons. 

 
QDMA’s Recommendations 

We must capitalize on this surge in 
hunting popularity and motivation to hunt 
for meat and do everything we can to 
extend its impact. We can do this by reach-
ing out to non-hunters and offering a help-
ing hand with getting started; by speaking 
up for ethical hunting standards while 
doing all we can to suppress bad deeds 
associated with hunting (poaching, etc.); 
by promoting stewardship and pursuit of 
wild deer. Most of all, recognize the natural 
fit between this renewed motivation and 
QDM – deer hunting’s original sustain-
ability movement. Deer hunting should 
not be reckless consumption. It should be 
wise stewardship of precious resources. 
That QDM message will resonate with new 
hunters of all kinds. Help them hunt, and 
encourage them to join QDMA; you will be 
fostering a stronger future for deer hunting 
by doing so!
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deer taggIng requIreMents and reportIng optIons
We’ve all seen photos of harvested 

deer tagged in various locations. Some 
tags are placed around an antler, others 
are in an ear, and some are through a back 
leg. Ever wonder how many states and 
provinces require tagging? We did, so we 
surveyed state and provincial wildlife agen-
cies to determine whether deer have to be 
physically tagged and also what options 
are available to hunters for registering or 
reporting their harvest.

Twenty-seven of 37 states (73 per-
cent) require physical tagging. Tagging is 
most prominent in the Midwest where 12 
of 13 states (92 percent) require it. Only 
Kentucky does not require tagging. The 
Northeast is a close second as 11 of 13 states 
(85 percent) require it. Only Connecticut 
and New Jersey do not require tagging. 
The Southeast is much more lenient as 
only four of 11 states (36 percent) require 
tagging. In Canada, four of five provinces 
(80 percent) require tagging. Only British 
Columbia does not require it.

With respect to registering or report-
ing a harvested deer, online (54 percent 
of states) and tele-check (51 percent of 
states) are the most popular options for 
registering harvested deer. Most states offer 
multiple options. In the Southeast over 
half of the states (55 percent) do not 
require harvested deer to be registered. 
For states with reporting requirements, 
online and tele-check are the most popular 
options. All states in the Northeast require 
harvested deer to be registered with the 
most popular options being tele-check, 
online, and check stations that are not 
manned by wildlife agency staff, respec-
tively. Nine of 13 states (69 percent) in 
the Midwest require harvested deer to 
be registered. Kansas, Michigan, North 
Dakota and South Dakota do not require 
registration, although successful Kansas 
hunters can register their deer with a photo 
of the deer’s head and completed tag. This 
is used to allow field processing to help 
reduce the potential to spread CWD and 
to allow hunters to transport a deer with-
out its head attached. The most popular 
options for reporting deer in the Midwest 
are tele-check and on-line reporting. In 
Canada, four of five provinces (80 percent) 
require harvested deer to be registered. 
Only Saskatchewan does not require it. The 

State/Province Required check Online Card Station Station Other Required
Illinois YES X X   X      
Indiana YES X X     X    
Iowa YES X X       X  
Kansas YES           X X
Kentucky NO X X          
Michigan YES       X     X
Minnesota YES X X   X X    
Missouri YES X X          
Nebraska YES X X   X X    
North Dakota YES            X 
Ohio YES X X       X  
South Dakota YES             X
Wisconsin YES       X X    
Midwest Total 12 of 13 8 of 13 8 of 13 0 of 13 5 of 13 4 of 13 3 of 13 4 of 13

Connecticut NO X X          
Delaware YES X X          
Maine YES         X    
Maryland YES X X          
Massachusetts YES X     X X    
New Hampshire YES       X X    
New Jersey NO X X          
New York YES X X          
Pennsylvania YES X X X        
Rhode Island YES     X X      
Vermont YES       X X    
Virginia YES X X     X    
West Virginia YES       X X    
Northeast Total 11 of 13 8 of 13 7 of 13 2 of 13 5 of 13 6 of 13 0 of 13 0 of 13

Alabama NO             X
Arkansas YES X X       X  
Florida NO             X
Georgia NO             X
Louisiana YES X X   X      
Mississippi NO             X
North Carolina NO X X     X    
Oklahoma YES   X          
South Carolina NO             X
Tennessee NO   X     X X  
Texas YES             X
Southeast Total 4 of 11 3 of 11 5 of 11 0 of 11 1 of 11 2 of 11 2 of 11 6 of 11
    
U.S. Total 27 of 37 19 of 37 20 of 37 2 of 37 11 of 37 12 of 37 5 of 37 10 of 37
                
Alberta *              
British Columbia NO     X        
Manitoba *              
New Brunswick YES       X X    
Nova Scotia YES   X     X    
Ontario *              
Quebec YES         X    
Saskatchewan YES             X
Canada Total 4 of 5 0 of 5 1 of 5 1 of 5 1 of 5 3 of 5 0 of 5 1 of 5

* data not available

most popular option is a check station that 
is not manned by agency staff. No other 
reporting option is used by more than one 
province.

Do states and provinces that don’t 
require tagging or reporting have any 
idea how many deer are harvested dur-
ing the hunting season? Some sportsmen 
and women say “no,” but the reality is 
these states and provinces collect a sample 
of the harvest by surveying hunters and/
or visiting meat processors. By collecting 
enough of this data, wildlife agencies can 
accurately estimate the total number taken 
by hunters even without requiring tagging 
or reporting.

 

QDMA’s Recommendations
The days of agency-manned check 

stations are behind us as less than one 
third of states and only one of five prov-
inces employ them. Agency-manned check 
stations are great for data collection and 
agency engagement with sportsmen and 
women, but longer seasons with widely 
distributed harvests and declining agency 
budgets reduce their efficiency. Fortunately 
most states and provinces require registra-
tion and offer multiple options for sports-
men and women to comply with reporting 
requirements. Be sure to do your part and 
report your harvest where mandatory! It’s 
painless, quick and the data is important 
to help your state or province manage the 
deer that reside within its boundaries.

 Tagging Tele-  Mail Check Check  Not
     Manned Unmanned  Registration
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Over the past two decades, the 
amount of whitetail information readily 
available to hunters has steadily increased. 
There are more magazines, more televi-
sion shows and more Internet sites talking 
about deer hunting, whitetail biology and 
wildlife in general. Add in the boom of 
social media over recent years, and it can 
easily be argued that there’s more infor-
mation available to today’s hunter than 
ever before. That increased knowledge 
is leading hunters to become more than 
simply consumers, they are learning to be 
wildlife managers. 

One state agency that is doing 
an excellent job of promoting proper 
deer management is the Oklahoma 
Department of Wildlife Conservation 
(ODWC). In Oklahoma, the percentage of 
yearling bucks (1½ years old) in the adult 
buck harvest dropped to just 15 percent in 
2012, which is ranked third-best nation-
ally behind Arkansas (8 percent) and 
Kansas (14 percent) and ahead of Texas 
and Louisiana (17 percent) – see pages 6-7 
for more on the age structure of the 2012 
buck harvest. But what 
really makes Oklahoma’s 
15 percent standout is that 
it was achieved without 
mandatory antler point 
restrictions. According to 
ODWC big game biologist 
Erik Bartholomew, there 
are several factors working 
in synergy to achieve this 
with the most important 
being increased antlerless opportunity, 
increased deer management education 
and changing hunter attitudes. 

Approximately 20 years ago, 
Oklahoma began promoting antler-
less harvest as a management tool with 
the educational slogan, “Hunters in the 
know... take a doe!” That phrase was put 
before the public at every opportunity 
including ODWC publications and news 
releases. Behind the powerful phrase, 
Oklahoma also began increasing doe 
hunting opportunities across the state – 
larger bag limits, added youth and special 
antlerless holiday seasons and expanded 
“doe days” to encompass most of the 
season. They also lengthened the rifle 
season and promoted their private lands 

Deer Management Assistance Program 
(DMAP). 

“We wanted hunters to understand 
that each pull of the trigger or each deer 
they let pass was having an impact on the 
state’s deer herd,” said Erik. “We made 
sure we put out information about the 
benefits of tighter buck:doe ratios, tighter 
rut timing, increased forage availability 
and so on. And those messages resonated 
with a large portion of our hunters.”

Recently, ODWC has doubled their 
efforts, keeping in mind that deer man-
agement is more than antlerless harvest. 

They have updated their educational slo-
gan to “Hunters in the know... let young 
bucks grow!” Once again, the department 
is pushing the slogan at every public 
opportunity. In addition, they have put an 
emphasis on deer management themed 
news releases, television show segments, 
bumper/window stickers and social media 
campaigns including YouTube videos. 

“We are promoting voluntary 
restraint on the harvest of young bucks,” 
Erik noted. “By giving hunters the educa-
tion that they need to make informed 
management decisions, and then giving 
them the opportunity to choose to follow 
that strategy or not, we are getting very 
good buy-in for the message.”

Erik also pointed out that the vol-

untary nature of the strategy, which does 
not force hunters into a management 
paradigm, serves both those interested 
in improving buck quality and the large 
portion of hunters looking at maximized 
opportunity to take any deer, regardless 
of size.

Another factor in Oklahoma’s suc-
cess of reducing yearling buck harvest 
comes from changes in hunter attitudes. 
Hunters are sharing success stories from 
their management practices, and because 
of this, more people are of the mindset to 
protect young bucks. 

“Trail-camera photos 
are being traded like baseball 
cards,” said Erik.

Lastly, Erik warned that 
Oklahoma experienced three 
years of drought resulting 
in lower fawn recruitment 
in areas of the state. With 
better moisture and fawn 
recruitment this past year, 
Oklahoma will have to 

closely watch to make sure its yearling 
buck harvest numbers do not rebound to 
higher levels as more yearlings become 
available to hunters.  
 
QDMA’s Recommendations 

QDMA congratulates Oklahoma 
hunters and the ODWC on protecting 
more yearling bucks through voluntary 
restraint. This is a perfect example of how 
a strong educational campaign from the 
state wildlife agency can pay huge divi-
dends. QDMA recommends all state and 
provincial wildlife agencies actively engage 
the public and promote the benefits of 
protecting yearling bucks.

Year 1½ Years Old 2½ Years Old 3½ Years Old & Older
2010 23% 26% 51%
2011 25% 24% 51%
2012 15% 19% 66%

Age Structure of the 
Oklahoma Buck Harvest

oklaHoMa educates Hunters
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onlIne Hunter educatIon and perMIt sales

Nearly everyone has a computer, tab-
let or smart phone today, and conducting 
business “online” is now necessary for most 
companies to survive. State and provincial 
agencies are no exception, so we surveyed 
them to determine whether they offer an 
online hunter education program and have 

online permit sales. 
Thirty-one of 37 states (84 percent) 

offer online hunter education and 35 (95 
percent) offer online permit sales. The 
Southeast is the most tech savvy as all states 
offer online hunter education and permit 
sales. Who says the South is backward? 

The Midwest follows with 12 of 13 
states (92 percent) offering online 
hunter education and all offering 
online permit sales. Only Ohio does 
not provide online hunter education. 
The Northeast is a distant third as 
only eight of 13 states (62 percent) 
offer online hunter education and 11 
(85 percent) offer online permit sales. 
In Canada, two of five provinces (40 
percent) offer online hunter educa-
tion and one (20 percent) has online 
permit sales. Saskatchewan gets the 
“tech savvy” award for Canada.

 
QDMA’s Recommendations

Online hunter education allows 
more potential hunters to get train-
ing, and that is good for the future 
of hunting. Online permit sales make 
it easier for hunters, and especial-
ly non-resident hunters, to become 
properly licensed, and that is also 

good for hunting. QDMA supports both 
initiatives and encourages non-participat-
ing states and provinces to get “online.”

Online Hunter educatiOn by State/PrOvince Online Permit SaleS by State/PrOvince

Yes No Data not available/provided Yes No Data not available/provided
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2014 QDMA NAtioNAl 
Youth huNt NoMiNAtioNs

QDMA will hold its 10th annual National Hunt in October 2014. The nomination period is currently open and will run until May 31, 2014, 
with those being selected for the hunt being announced at the 2014 QDMA National Convention in Athens, Georgia, July 24-27. 

Nomination forms are available online at www.qdma.com/corporate/national-youth-hunt and can also be obtained by 
e-mailing Hank Forester at hforester@qdma.com. Instructions are included on the form for submitting the completed nomination. 

Important details to keep in mind as you prepare your nomination: 
• Nominations must be submitted by a QDMA member or Branch. 
• Nominees MUST be between the ages of 12-17 by October 2014. 
• QDMA will pay travel expenses for each youngster. A parent/guardian may accompany the youth hunter, but their travel expenses  
    will be their own responsibility (unless driving is a reasonable option and arranged by QDMA). 
• QDMA will not be able to accommodate additional parents/adults for youngsters. The property used for the hunt has wonderful  
    facilities, but only enough to accommodate the hunters and one parent/guardian for each. 
• The attendees will need to miss two days of school to participate. Please clear this BEFORE you file nominations. 
• All nominations MUST BE RECEIVED at the QDMA National Office by the last day of the nomination period. 

Important Consideration for Your Nomination:
To be consistent with the spirit and intent of the QDMA National Youth Hunt, please do your best to nominate a youngster who is  
NEW to hunting, interested in hunting, and, preferably, who would otherwise not have the opportunity to participate in the outdoor  
sports. Please nominate those youngsters you believe will benefit the most from participating in the National Youth Hunt. 

Please keep in mind that the youth hunter will be hunting with a property guide. Although we try to involve the guardian in as much  
of the deer harvesting process as possible, in most cases, the parents/guardians will not accompany the youngster while hunting.  
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deer ManageMent assIstance prograMs

Deer Management Assistance 
Programs (DMAP) are administered by 
some state wildlife agencies to allow land-
owners more flexibility to conduct site spe-
cific deer management actions. In general 
DMAP provides additional antlerless tags/
permits to meet site-specific density goals, 
and some DMAP programs also require 
additional data collection and reporting 
efforts. To assess the use of DMAP pro-
grams we surveyed state and provincial 
wildlife agencies and asked whether their 
jurisdiction offered a DMAP program to 
landowners, and if so, if leased lands were 
eligible for participation.

Fourteen of 37 states (38 percent) have 
DMAP programs, and 13 (93 percent) allow 
leased lands to participate. Pennsylvania is 
the only state in the U.S. with a DMAP 
program that does not allow leased lands 
to participate. Regionally, DMAP is most 
used in the Southeast as nine of 11 states 
(82 percent) employ this program. Only 
Florida and Georgia do not use DMAP, 
and Florida landowners currently have 
many opportunities for site-specific man-
agement options. Five of 13 states (38 
percent) in the Northeast have DMAP 
programs, and they are all centered in the 
Mid-Atlantic region. None of the 13 states 
in the Midwest had a DMAP program, 
although Wisconsin will be implement-
ing one in Fall 2014. This may be partially 

related to why the Midwest harvests fewer 
antlerless deer per square mile (see pages 
10-11) than the Northeast and Southeast. 
In Canada, none of the five provinces that 
provided data have a DMAP program. 
 
 

QDMA’s Recommendations
 DMAP programs engage landowners 

and lessees with wildlife agency biologists, 
and they allow site-specific management 
options which can benefit deer herds and 
hunting opportunities. The QDMA sup-
ports DMAP programs and encourages 
states and provinces that do not have them 
to consider their use.

deer management aSSiStance PrOgramS by State/PrOvince

Yes No Data not available/provided
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lease rates

Hunting leases are a common land 
access strategy, especially in the Southern 
U.S. According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, less than 11 percent of hunt-
ers in the U.S. leased land for hunting 
in 2011, but they still leased 420 million 
acres. Hunter involvement in leases varies 
considerably by region and is inversely 
related to availability of public land. To 
compare lease rates across states, provinces 
and regions we surveyed state and pro-
vincial wildlife agencies and asked them 
for the estimated range of rates to lease 
hunting land in their jurisdiction. Some 
reported there was no leasing in their state 
(Rhode Island), some reported unknown 
lease rates, and 18 states and 1 province 
provided their low and high lease values.

Overall, lease rates ranged from $1 
to $100 per acre in the U.S. Leasing was 
most common in the Southeast as 10 of 
11 states provided values. Leases aver-
aged $4.20 to $25.60 per acre and ranged 
from $2 (Florida and North Carolina) to 
$35 (Mississippi and Texas) per acre. Five 
of 13 Midwestern states provided values 
and they ranged from $1 (Kentucky) to 

$100 (Wisconsin) per acre. Leases averaged 
$8.20 to $58.33 per acre in the Midwest, 
and this was twice the average rate for 
leases in the Southeast. Leasing is rela-
tively uncommon in the Northeast and 
only three of 13 states provided estimated 
values. Lease rates there were between the 
Midwest and Southeast and ranged from 
$3 (West Virginia) to $100 (New York) per 
acre.  They averaged $6.00 to $45.67 per 
acre with New York’s high value, or $6.00 
to $18.50 per acre without it. Leasing is 
also uncommon in Canada and only one 
of five provinces provided a rate. Quebec 
reported lease rates range from $1.45 to 
$4.35 per acre.

Land ownership patterns have changed 
more in the last 10 years than in the previ-
ous 20 or more. In fact, the US Fish and 
Wildlife Service survey reports growth of 
leasing by 410,000 more individuals and 
on over 200 million additional acres in 
the past five years alone. The number of 
sportsmen and women owning land for 
outdoor recreation is also on the rise, thus 
reducing the availability of “leased” and/
or “open” land for hunting. Our society 
is becoming more litigious each year, and 
landowners will continue to face challenges 
with regard to the liability of leasing their 
lands or simply allowing hunter access. 

 
QDMA’s Recommendations

Given current trends, it is likely that 
social, economic and legal barriers will 
make accessing private land for hunting 
more difficult and costly in the future. 
Hunters should be encouraged to support 
legislative actions to strengthen hunting 

access programs at the state and national 
levels, even if hunting license fees are 
increased as a result. Educational programs 
designed for hunters and landowners alike 
will become increasingly important in 
ensuring hunter access to hunting lands in 
the future. 

New York $100
Wisconsin $100
Illinois $80
Ohio $80
Louisiana $40
Missouri  $40

Top-6 States 
Highest Per Acre Lease Rates

 Low High 
State/Province $/acre $/acre
Illinois 10 80
Indiana * *
Iowa * 20+
Kansas * *
Kentucky 1 30
Michigan * *
Minnesota * *
Missouri 5 40
Nebraska * *
North Dakota * *
Ohio 10 80
South Dakota * *
Wisconsin 15 100
Midwest Total $8.20  $58.33 

Connecticut * *
Delaware * *
Maine * *
Maryland 10 30
Massachusetts * *
New Hampshire * *
New Jersey * *
New York 5 100
Pennsylvania * *
Rhode Island * *
Vermont * *
Virginia * *
West Virginia 3 7
Northeast Total $6.00  $45.67

Alabama 5 25+
Arkansas * *
Florida 2 30+
Georgia 5 25
Louisiana 4 40
Mississippi 5 35
North Carolina 2 6
Oklahoma 3 25
South Carolina 7 20
Tennessee 5 15
Texas 4 35
Southeast Total $4.20  $25.60  
   
U.S. Total $6.13  $43.20 
    
Alberta  * * 
British Columbia * *
Manitoba  *  *
New Brunswick * *
Nova Scotia * *
Ontario  * * 
Quebec 1.45 4.35
Saskatchewan * *
Canada Total $1.45  $4.35  
  
* data not available/provided 

leaSe rateS by State/PrOvince
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prIvate land and forested percentages

Ever wonder how much public land 
your state or province contains? How 
about the percentage of your state or prov-
ince that is forested? Some folks couldn’t 
care less about these values, but those folks 
aren’t deer hunters! We surveyed state and 
provincial wildlife agencies to determine 
the percentage of each state and province 
that was privately owned and the percent-
age that was forested.

The Southeast leads the U.S. with an 
average of 92 percent private land. Eight 
of 10 states (80 percent) had at least 90 
percent private land, and it ranged from 
85 percent in Mississippi to 97 percent in 

Alabama and Texas. The 
Midwest followed with 
an average of 90 percent 
private land. Nine of 13 
states (69 percent) in 
the Heartland had more 
than 90 percent private 
land, and it ranged from 
77 percent in Minnesota 
to a national high 98 
percent in Kansas. The 
Northeast was close 
behind with an average 
of 87 percent private 
land, and it ranged from 
79 percent in New Jersey 
to 95 percent in Maine. 
Unlike the Southeast 
and Midwest, only five 
of 13 states (38 percent) 
in the Northeast had at 

least 90 percent private land.
With respect to trees, the Northeast 

led the U.S. with 64 percent forested land. 
This ranged from 30 percent in Delaware 
to 90 percent in Maine, and eight of 12 
states (67 percent) were at least 60 percent 
forested. The Southeast followed with 55 
percent forested land. This ranged from 
28 percent in Oklahoma to 70 percent 
in Mississippi, and five of 10 states (50 
percent) were at least 60 percent forested. 
No surprise, the Midwest averaged only 
22 percent forested land. This ranged from 
3 percent in Nebraska to 54 percent in 
Michigan, and no states were at least 60 
percent forested. In fact, the majority (7 of 
12) were 20 percent or less forested. Not so 
great for producing boards or maple syrup, 
but excellent for growing corn, soybeans 
and big deer.

In Canada, provinces averaged 47 per-
cent private land and 64 percent forested 
land. This ranged from 5 percent (British 
Columbia) to 70 percent (Nova Scotia) pri-
vate land and 51 percent (New Brunswick) 
to 75 percent (Nova Scotia) forested land.

 
QDMA’s Recommendations

According to U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service hunter surveys, whitetails in the 
East and Midwest are largely a private-land 
issue and our survey showed 90 percent of 
the land in these regions is privately owned. 
Wildlife managers and hunters must estab-

Top-5 States 
Highest % Private Land

Kansas 98
Alabama 97
Iowa 97
Nebraska 97
Texas 97

Maine 90
Vermont 85
New Hampshire 84
West Virginia 79
Mississippi 70

Top-5 States 
Highest % Forested Land

 % % 
State/Province Private Land Forested
Illinois 95 14
Indiana 95 20
Iowa 97 8
Kansas 98 10
Kentucky 92 48
Michigan 79 54
Minnesota 77 34
Missouri 93 35
Nebraska 97 3
North Dakota 95 4
Ohio 95 30
South Dakota 80 4
Wisconsin 80 *
Midwest Total 90 22
 
Connecticut 85 68
Delaware 90 30
Maine 95 90
Maryland 92 40
Massachusetts 94 62
New Hampshire 80 84
New Jersey 79 42
New York 85-90 53
Pennsylvania 85 *
Rhode Island 80 60
Vermont 80 85
Virginia 89 66
West Virginia 91 79
Northeast Total 87 63

Alabama 97 66
Arkansas 89 56
Florida * *
Georgia 95 65
Louisiana 90 51
Mississippi 85 70
North Carolina 90 62
Oklahoma 93 28
South Carolina 93 67
Tennessee 90+ 50
Texas 97 35
Southeast Total 92 55
     
U.S. Total 90 47
  
Alberta  * * 
British Columbia 5 57
Manitoba  *  *
New Brunswick 49 51
Nova Scotia 70 75
Ontario *  *
Quebec 62 71
Saskatchewan * *
Canada Total 47 64
   
* data not available/provided 

Percentage Of Private & fOreSted land

lish landowner education and outreach 
programs that emphasize safety and pro-
mote ethical hunting behavior to improve 
private land access for deer hunting and 
management. QDM Cooperatives can also 
help with this effort (for more information 
see page 44 of the 2013 Whitetail Report).
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IMpacts of record 2012 HeMorrHagIc dIsease outbreak
The summer of 2012 had the worst or 

second worst hemorrhagic disease (HD) 
outbreak of all time. Hemorrhagic disease 
was confirmed in nearly 30 states and tens 
of thousands of deer succumbed to the 
disease (see page 16 in the 2013 Whitetail 
Report). To assess impacts of the HD out-
break we surveyed state and provincial 
wildlife agencies and asked them to esti-
mate how much the disease reduced the 
deer population in their jurisdiction in 
2013.

Nationally, only two of 34 states (6 
percent; Louisiana and Nebraska) reported 
more than 10 percent declines. Two others 
(Indiana and North Carolina) reported 
losses from 6 to 10 percent, and North 
Carolina noted that while this decline was 
at the statewide level, some localized areas 

in the western half of 
the state may have lost 
70 percent or more of 
their deer! Sixteen states 
(47 percent) reported 
losing 1 to 5 percent of 
their deer herd, and 14 
states (41 percent) esti-
mated no measurable 
reduction from HD. In 
Canada all five report-
ing provinces estimated 
no population declines 
due to HD.

 
QDMA’s 
Recommendations

Even though 30 of 
34 states (88 percent) 
estimated losing 0 to 
5 percent of their deer 
herds, it is important to 
realize HD’s impact can be locally severe 
especially in areas where the disease is 
relatively new. QDMA recommends hunt-
ers monitor population indicators via 
trail-camera and/or observation surveys 
and alter antlerless harvests as necessary. 
For more information about the disease 

Louisiana >10 %
Nebraska >10%
Indiana 6-10%
North Carolina 6-10%
16 states 1-5%

Top-5 States 
Highest Percentage of HD Losses itself or deer herd monitoring programs, 

QDMA offers multiple educational oppor-
tunities at QDMA.com, within previous 
editions of the Whitetail Report, books for 
sale in The Shed and our advanced educa-
tion/certification programs. 

This Michigan buck found dead from suspected EHD in 2012 was 
photographed by QDMA’s Great Lakes Regional Director Bob DuCharme. 

eStimated Percentage Of decline in deer POPulatiOnS due tO HemOrrHagic diSeaSe, 2012

>10% Decline

6-10% Decline

1-5% Decline

No Measurable Decline

Data not available/provided
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Increased cWd prevalence rate
At this point in time, you would have 

to be living under a rock (or possibly have 
been hit with one and unconscious for a 
few years) to not have heard of CWD – or 
Chronic Wasting Disease – an infectious, 
neurodegenerative disease found in most 
deer species, including elk, moose, mule 
and white-tailed deer. Black-tailed deer are 
also susceptible. Possibly the only native, 
North American cervid yet to be affected 
is caribou (woodland or barren ground 
varieties), perhaps only because they have 
yet to be exposed. Following an incubation 
period lasting one to five years, clinical 
CWD is considered 100 percent fatal, and 
epidemics are self-sustaining in both cap-
tive and free-ranging populations. 

Around since its initial discovery in 
the 1960s in Colorado, CWD has now been 
identified in 22 U.S. states, two Canadian 
provinces and Korea (from an elk imported 
from Canada in 1997). Contagions spread 
through urine, feces, saliva, and blood 
and possibly even through plants (research 
ongoing). There is no vaccine or cure. 

The scary thing is, after 40 plus years 
of talking about this disease, all the jab-
bering seems to be going unheard. What’s 
worse is that it’s getting worse. And not just 
in captivity. Yes, CWD can reach remark-
ably high prevalence in captive popula-
tions. At Buckhorn Flats, near Mount 
Horeb, Wisconsin, a population of penned 
whitetails went from one to 60 (of 76; or 
77 percent prevalence) in just five years. 
That entire facility was depopulated as a 
result. In another example, more than 90 

percent of the residents (those that were 
present for more than two years) within an 
infected mule deer research facility either 
died or were euthanized while suffering 
from CWD. 

However, up until now prevalence 
in wild, free-ranging populations of deer 
didn’t even come close to percentages in 
captivity. But that has changed.

To estimate prevalence in infected free-
ranging populations, tissues from deer and 
elk harvested by hunters in CWD-endemic 
areas have to be collected and examined at 
random. Within endemic areas, prevalence 
of preclinical CWD, has historically been 
estimated at less than 1 to as high as 15 per-
cent; preclinical deer have the disease but 
haven’t shown the symptoms yet so they 
appear to be disease-free. But recent find-
ings in Wyoming and Wisconsin show that 
prevalence, at least in some areas (seem-
ingly where the disease has been around 
longest), is starting to climb. 

In Wyoming, prevalence rates in all 
infected areas typically measure on aver-
age less than or equal to 10 percent; but 
more than 25 percent of animals in a few 
localized wild deer herds in the Cowboy 
State are now CWD-positive. Moreover, 
in a mule deer herd in Converse County, 
Wyoming, CWD prevalence among hunt-
er-harvested animals increased from 15 
percent in 2001 to 57 percent in 2011. 

Wisconsin takes it a step further: 
After finding CWD in white-tailed deer 
in 2002, the state’s Department of Natural 
Resources sought complete eradication 

by killing thousands of white-tailed deer 
with special hunts and culling programs 
designed to reduce deer densities. That 
effort was met with limited success, par-
ticularly within their western monitoring 
area. During the past 11 years, the trend in 
prevalence in adult males from that area 
of the CWD Management Zone has risen 
from 8 to 10 percent to over 20 percent, 
and in adult females from about 3 to 4 per-
cent to approximately 9 percent today (see 
graphs at the bottom of the page).

During that same time, the prevalence 
trend in yearling males has increased from 
about 2 percent to about 6 percent, and in 
yearling females from roughly 2 percent to 
about 5 percent. This complicates control 
measures since the yearling cohort is the 
age class most likely to disperse from their 
birth range to a distant territory (typically 
within 1 to 5 miles) to set up a new home, 
thereby increasing spread risk. 

In a small region of Iowa County, 
Wisconsin, it’s worse. A 144-square mile 
area that abuts the CWD core area, where 
the disease was first discovered in 2002, is 
now experiencing unprecedented preva-
lence growth rates (see map on the facing 
page). In this localized 12-by-12 mile area, 
according to Pat Durkin, Wisconsin resi-
dent and outdoor writer covering CWD 
over the past decade, the following has 
been recently documented:

• CWD’s annual growth rate for all 
deer (both sexes combined) 2½ years and 
older is now 27 percent

• Annual disease rates for adult bucks 
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(18 months and older) are doubling every 
2 to 3 years

• Roughly every third buck 2½ years 
and older is infected, as is one in every six 
yearling bucks (18 months old). Infected 
deer typically live two years or less

• Although the number of diseased 
females is lower, the infection rate for does 
2½ years and older is growing 38 percent 
annually, faster than for males

Unfortunately, even as infection rates 
increase, testing of Wisconsin deer for 
CWD is on the decline; this is not unique 
to the Badger state, with increasing costs 
associated with testing, control/preven-
tion and outreach (see page 44 of the 2010 
Whitetail Report) and decreasing agency 
budgets (page 17 of same report), a break 
has to come at some point. In 2002, over 
40,000 deer were tested in Wisconsin, and 
0.51 percent tested positive. In 2012, 6,611 
deer were tested, and 5.13 percent tested 
positive. It makes you wonder what we’re 
missing. 

Modeled CWD epidemics have failed 
to achieve a steady-state equilibrium in 
infected deer populations, suggesting that 
CWD may lead to local extinctions of 
infected deer populations if left unman-

aged. Though this has yet to be realized, 
increasing prevalence rates in wild, free-
ranging populations may be just the snow-
ball that gets things going. It’s possible we 
simply haven’t been able to observe this 
disease long enough to see it come to frui-
tion. 

What does increasing CWD prevalence 
mean for the individual hunter in these 
areas? Or for the future of hunting as a 
whole? Well, when prevalence of an always 
fatal disease reaches almost 30 percent of 
adults (male and female) 2½ years old or 
older in an area, hunters there can expect 
more than a quarter of their herd will be 
gone soon. This will directly impact what 
hunters see when they go afield, the annual 
harvest and ultimately hunter participa-
tion and retention. It will in effect change 
the hunting tradition locally. What about 
for their neighbors? Dispersing younger 
deer will ensure the neighbors experience 
the same thing down the road. For you 
and us as deer hunters at large? Inclusive of 
topics such as health risks and population 
control, it can potentially mean a change in 
how deer and deer hunting are perceived 
by the non-hunting public. Hunting will be 
trivialized, and this could begin to unravel 

the fabric of a long-standing deer hunting 
culture in North America. 

 
QDMA’s Recommendations

Disease transmission from captive to 
free-ranging cervids is a major threat to the 
future of wildlife management and hunt-
ing in North America. The QDMA recom-
mends a continued and strengthened effort 
by wildlife professionals to study, monitor 
and evaluate solutions for minimizing the 
spread of CWD – and not take a “learn to 
live with it” attitude, as appears to have set-
tled among the hunting and professional 
community. The QDMA also recommends 
maintaining or enhancing strict movement 
restrictions (like border closings, etc.) and 
testing protocols on captive cervids, as 
well as returning/maintaining full author-
ity over captive cervid facilities and regu-
lations with the state/provincial wildlife 
agencies. Currently, some state/provinces 
have this authority while the Department 
of Agriculture shares it or maintains sole 
possession in others.
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seeIng & kIllIng Mature bucks

What’s the first step to seeing an adult 
buck where you hunt? The answer is sim-
ple – a buck must survive his first couple 
of hunting seasons and then spend time on 
the land you hunt. That seems easy enough 
especially given that more than ever before 
hunters are passing yearling bucks. In fact, 
more than 60 percent of antlered bucks 
shot nationally are at least 2½ years old, 
and in some states that percentage is 80 to 
90 percent. An adult buck can be described 
in a variety of ways, and for this article we 
are talking about bucks 2½ to 7½ years of 
age because those are the ages used in the 
research we’ll be describing. 

Okay, once you’ve seen him/them, 
either in person or (more likely) in a 
trail-camera picture, what’s the next step 
to tagging them? Unless you flat out get 
lucky, the answer is – it is not simple at 
all. Matching wits with an adult buck can 
be extremely challenging, but fortunately 
current research is providing insights into 
travel and behavioral patterns that can tip 
the odds in our favor of crossing paths with 
one of these majestic creatures this season.

 
Home Range Size

Research from Pennsylvania to Texas 
and many points between involving GPS 
collars and adult bucks can help sharpen 

our hunting strategies. 
For example, studies in Louisiana, 

Maryland and Pennsylvania show adult 
buck home ranges average 269 to 559 acres. 
These are much smaller than the “square 
mile” estimate of 640 acres that is often 
discussed as a buck’s home range. A similar 
study in Texas showed an average home 
range of 2,271 acres! Obviously the vegeta-
tion type and amount of cover has a large 
influence on home range size. 

More importantly though from a 
hunter’s perspective was the core area of 
the home ranges. Core area is the portion 
of a buck’s home range where he spends 50 
percent of his time. So, while a buck may 
travel over several hundred or thousands of 
acres, he spends half of his time in a much 
smaller portion of it. The same studies 
in Louisiana, Maryland and Pennsylvania 
showed bucks’ core areas were only 59 to 
86 acres! Now we’re getting somewhere 
with the ability to pattern specific bucks. 
Even if a buck’s home range is 250 to 550 
acres, if he spends 50 percent of his time in 
about 60 to 85 acres of it, our odds of see-
ing him increase dramatically. That is, as 
long as we can identify and hunt his core 
area. There are numerous habitat enhance-
ment strategies we can employ to increase 
the chance a buck’s core area incorporates 

an area we can hunt, and you 
can find many of these in the 
“Habitat Improvement” area at 
QDMA.com.

 
Home Range Size by Age

The next tip current 
research is providing is home 
range size by age of adult 
bucks. It is important to real-
ize each buck is an individual, 
but there are some trends with 
regard to age and home range 
size that we can use to our ben-
efit. In general, 2½-year-old 
bucks’ home ranges are much 
larger than bucks 3½ years and 
older; and the home ranges 
of bucks 3½ to 6½ years are 
larger than bucks that are 7½ 
years and older. Therefore, the 
old adage that a buck’s home-
range size increases as he ages 
is not true. Some older bucks 
have big home ranges, but it 

is highly likely they are smaller than when 
they were young, and as a rule older bucks 
have smaller home ranges than younger 
bucks. Again we can use this to our advan-
tage this fall. Having an idea of how old a 
specific buck is can help understand the 
size of the area he may be using, and it can 
also help understand how many chances 
you may get at hunting him prior to affect-
ing his behavior or movement patterns. 
More on that later.

 
Core Area Shifts

We’re also learning that bucks can 
shift their core areas seasonally to take 
advantage of specific cover or forage. For 
example, deer with access to acorns will 
often spend far more time in oak stands 
during fall in good mast years versus poor 
mast years or during other seasons. Also, 
deer in extreme northern environments 
spend much more time in closed canopy 
evergreen stands during winter than other 
seasons. Or at least they do so if they want 
to survive.

As managers we try to provide a diver-
sity of preferred cover and forages for every 
season to ensure we’re giving whitetails 
everything they need to thrive. As hunters 
we try to use the knowledge of those habi-

p hoto b y coDy altizer
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tat features to predict how a buck will use 
the property so we can surprise him on a 
frosty fall morning.

 
Focal Points

Aaron Foley and his colleagues at the 
Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute 
in Texas identified an interesting move-
ment pattern as their research bucks did 
not wander widely during peak rut. In fact, 
they only used 30 percent of their home 
ranges, and most bucks had two or more 
focal points of activity within their ranges. 
Even more interesting, during peak rut 
those focal points were visited frequently 
– roughly every 20 to 28 hours – and 
focal points of several individual bucks 
overlapped, suggesting numerous bucks 
visited the exact same spots. If you find one 
of these areas, hang your stand and hold 
on. You may have to shoot your way out! 
 
Excursions

This behavioral trait provides opti-
mism for all hunters and heartache for 
some. Excursions are defined as long range 
movements (typically 1 to 4 miles) outside 
of a deer’s home range that occur over a 
short time period (typically less than a 
day up to 3 days). Bucks and does go on 
excursions, and they’re well documented 
in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Tennessee and 
Texas. Several studies show excursions dur-
ing the breeding season, and this is one 
reason why every fall hunters shoot bucks 
they’ve never seen or photographed before. 
It’s also why some hunters can watch a 
buck all fall only to have it shot a mile 
or more away. The take-home message is 
even if you haven’t been seeing what you’re 
looking to shoot, keep hunting because 
that bruiser from down the road may be 
on an excursion across your hunting land 
tomorrow.

Ongoing research in north-central 
Pennsylvania by the University of Georgia’s 
Andy Olson showed these excursions aren’t 
restricted to breeding as all 19 of his col-
lared bucks went on spring excursions. 
His study area is heavily forested, so it is 
possible the bucks traveled to locate a lim-
iting mineral or nutritional need. Bucks in 
another study in the central Appalachians 
made similar long-range movements to 
consume runoff from gas wells contain-

ing high concentrations of sodium. This 
behavioral trait explains why you can’t 
stockpile bucks, and more importantly, 
why you should join/establish a QDM 
Cooperative where you hunt.

 
Hunting Pressure

How bucks react to hunting pressure 
is clearly one of the most critical pieces 
of information we should have as hunt-
ers. It allows us to predict how bucks react 
once the season starts, or more impor-
tantly, it provides us the knowledge to alter 
our hunting strategies to keep bucks from 
negatively reacting to that pressure. This is 
extremely important because the first thing 
bucks do when they’re being pressured 
is move less during daylight, and there is 
virtually nothing bucks can do to make it 
more difficult to harvest them than to go 
“nocturnal.”

Fortunately researchers are studying 
this too, and here’s what they’re finding. 
Each buck is an individual, but in general 
they react to hunting pressure by avoiding 
it. Jim Stickles, a University of Georgia 
graduate student, reviewed some of James 
Tomberlin’s buck movement data from 
Chesapeake Farms on Maryland’s eastern 
shore. The data clearly showed that as the 
hunting season progressed, bucks avoided 
open areas during daylight hours, but they 
continued using those areas at night. Jim’s 
own research in Georgia showed doe use 
of food plots that were heavily hunted 
dropped precipitously during daylight, 
but does continued using them at night. 
Conversely, during daylight hours they 
continued using nearby food plots that 
were not heavily hunted.

How much hunting pressure is too 
much? Mississippi State University gradu-
ate student Andy Little assessed this exact 
question. On his study site in Oklahoma, 
Andy found one hunter per 250 acres 
caused minimal effects on deer behavior. 
However, one hunter per 75 acres caused 
deer to decrease movements and increase 
use of heavy cover. Combined, this result-
ed in decreased hunter observations and 
decreased harvest susceptibility, or in other 
words, unhappy hunters. Importantly, in 
this habitat deer recognized hunting pres-
sure within three days and reacted accord-
ingly. How many times have you heard 

hunters complain that all the deer are gone 
(or dead) after the first few days of the 
season? We’ve all heard that, but the deer 
aren’t gone, they’re simply responding to 
the pressure we’ve applied. 

Jim Stickles found similar results. For 
his research he shot deer with “dart” guns 
to capture and radio-collar them. This is 
essentially “catch and release” hunting, and 
Jim found stands were only productive for 
three to five sits. After that, deer reacted 
to the pressure and avoided those stands. 
Keep those numbers in mind this season to 
keep deer from avoiding you.

 
QDMA’s Recommendations 

Forget Hunting 101. Some bucks are 
killed by pure luck, but most of us need to 
use some advanced knowledge to tip the 
odds in our favor. Here’s what the current 
research suggests. 

• Enhance the habitat where you hunt 
to provide preferred forage and cover. 

Do you hunt public land or you don’t 
have the ability to improve habitat where 
you hunt? That’s fine, just be sure to pay 
extra attention to the following items. 

• Hunt when deer are most active – at 
dawn, dusk and during the rut. 

• Monitor the bucks using a property 
to predict both the timing and range of 
their movement patterns. 

• Understand that food plots are not a 
panacea to killing deer. In many cases cover 
is more important, especially if hunting 
pressure is high. 

• Buck movements, home-range size 
and excursions all highlight the benefits of 
being involved in a QDM Cooperative. 

• Finally, the most important thing to 
remember is do not overhunt your stands. 
Hunting the same stand(s) over and over is 
the surest way to see fewer and fewer deer. 
It’s also a nearly guaranteed way to not see 
a mature buck. We all have our favorite 
stand, and we can also ensure it’s our “best” 
stand by being disciplined enough to limit 
the number of times we hunt it, and to 
only hunt it when the conditions are right 
to enter, hunt and exit it without alerting 
deer. Far too many hunters ruin stands by 
forgetting about the exit part. 

Hunt smart this season, and we hope 
this information helps you cross paths with 
the buck of your dreams!
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poacHers suck

Poachers suck. Period. No political 
correctness or apology necessary. Poachers 
steal from you and us, and they endan-
ger the lives of people in the areas where 
they perform their hideous deeds. Law 
enforcement officials often describe poach-
ers as cowards who are too selfish, lazy and 
unskilled to obtain the trophies they poach 
in a legal manner. We knew some poachers 
who were good woodsmen, but they cer-
tainly fit the rest of this description.

A common thread regarding poaching 
is nearly every hunter knows at least one. 
Some know many. Some are related to many. 
Another common thread is sportsmen and 
women are becoming increasingly intol-
erant of this wildlife theft and are push-
ing for enhanced fines and penalties for 
poachers. Kansas, Ohio, Pennsylvania and 
Texas have become especially unfriendly 
to these criminals by dramatically increas-
ing fines, restitution fees and penalties for 
illegally killed white-tailed deer. QDMA 
strongly supported each measure, and was 
the driving force for the change in Kansas. 
Tim Donges, QDMA’s Bluestem Branch 
president, worked tirelessly with Kansas 
Department of Wildlife, Parks and Tourism 
staff and his legislators to get Senate Bill 
314 passed. Governor Brownback signed it 
into law on May 25, 2012, and Kansas now 
has one of the toughest poaching penal-
ties for white-tailed deer in the U.S. Kill 
a whitetail illegally in the Sunflower State 
and it will cost you a minimum of $1,000. 
If the deer is a buck scoring over 125 
inches, you will also pay a restitution fee 
that is determined by this formula: (gross 
score – 100)2 x $2.00. So, a 125-inch buck’s 
restitution value would be $1,250. For a 
150-inch buck it would be $5,000. Plus, if 
the buck has an inside spread of at least 16 
inches, you would also pay a fine of at least 
$5,000. So, a 150-inch buck with a 16-inch 
inside spread would cost you $10,000 in 
fines and restitution fees in addition to 
court and other costs!

QDMA has a long history of fighting for tougher fines and penalties for 
poachers. This year, we’re committing even more resources to the fight.

Each state has its own fee and fine 
structure, and since 2008 poachers in Ohio 
pay a restitution fee based on this formula: 
(gross score – 100)2 x $1.65. In March 
2011, an Ohio poacher was ordered to pay 
nearly $24,000 in restitution for poach-
ing a trophy buck. As of September 2010 
in Pennsylvania, the potential penalty for 
poaching a deer includes three months 
in jail, a $1,000 fine, and a five-year ban 
on hunting privileges. Poaching five or 
more deer could result in a felony convic-
tion, three years in prison, a $15,000 fine, 
and a 15-year hunting license revocation. 
Finally, since 1999 in Texas poaching deer 
can get you felony charges and a manda-
tory jail sentence. First time offenders get 
180 days to two years in jail and a fine of 
$1,500 to $10,000. A second violation is 
prosecuted as a felony and gets two to 10 
years behind bars and a $2,000 to $10,000 
fine. Even stiffer penalties are applied if the 
poacher wastes the carcass of the poached 
deer. In Michigan, Senate Bill 171 is mov-
ing through the legislative process, and at 
least one additional state, Delaware, is cur-
rently discussing increasing their fines at 
the request of QDMA’s Delaware Branch. 
QDMA hopes more states follow suit, and 
we are poised to help make that happen.

 
What’s the Big Deal?

Some argue poaching a deer is not 
that big a deal. We completely disagree. 
Wildlife is held in trust by each state for all 
of its citizens to enjoy. This public owner-
ship of wildlife is an instrumental com-
ponent of the successful North American 
Model for Wildlife Conservation. Ethical 
sportsmen created and have supported 
the North American Model for the past 
century. Unfortunately, unlawful activities 
with respect to wildlife contrast the Model, 
and illegally killing wildlife is nothing less 
than public theft. Plus, whitetails are the 
most popular big game animal in the 
United States, and whitetail hunters are 

the foundation of the $87 billion hunting 
industry as approximately three of every 
four hunters pursue whitetails.

Whether for viewing or hunting, 
white-tailed deer are captivating, and this 
is especially true for large-antlered bucks. 
Part of their appeal lies in their relative 
scarcity. Many of these animals are taken 
prior to maturity by hunters, are involved 
in deer-vehicle collisions, or they suc-
cumb to disease or other mortality factors. 
Thus, the investment of time, sweat and 
monetary resources required to produce a 
mature deer is substantial. These resources 
are far greater than the current restitution 
value of a deer “stolen” by a poacher in 
many states. 

 
Big Time Poaching Ring

Google “poaching deer” and you’ll be 
amazed at the number of hits you receive; 
over 1 million last time we checked. As 
recently as November 2013 poachers in 
Kansas found themselves in federal court 
appealing their sentencing from a U.S. Fish 
& Wildlife Service and Kansas Department 
of Wildlife, Parks and Tourism law 
enforcement bust. Wildlife officials confis-
cated approximately 120 sets of antlers and 
mounts that amassed 16,600 inches of ant-
lers! This operation – dubbed Operation 
Cimarron - included thousands of man-
hours of law enforcement time. 

We are aware of many other undercover 
operations too. Prior to Kip’s employment 
with QDMA he worked for the Florida 
Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission 
and the New Hampshire Fish & Game 
Department. He worked with a lot of wild-
life officers and knew of many poaching 
detail stories. In addition to being time 
consuming and costly, they are also very 
dangerous. A few years ago a friend was 
deep undercover in such an operation. He 
knew Kip would be representing QDMA 
at an upcoming deer show, and he called 
to tell him he would be there undercover 
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with the group of poachers. The reason he 
called was to tell Kip if he saw him to not 
say hello or even acknowledge he knew 
him. He was using a different name and his 
“cover” would never be friends with Kip. 
He ended by saying he was so deep in that 
if his cover was blown he would likely be 
killed. He was serious, and Kip was glad he 
didn’t see him at the show.

 
A Long History of Hating Poachers

From our early days over 25 years ago, 
QDMA has detested poaching. Some of 
the earliest articles in The Signpost (the 
precursor to Quality Whitetails) dealt with 
poaching. We even give a presentation 
on poaching and trespassing in our Deer 
Steward I course. Joe Hamilton, QDMA’s 
founder and Director of Development, 
gives that talk and includes a special story 
for attendees at the in-person Deer Steward 
class. It is our favorite poaching story, and 
Joe had a leading role with the notorious 
poacher the story is about. In fact, Joe has 
a history of tangling with poachers. He 
worked nearly 19 years as a wildlife biolo-
gist for the South Carolina DNR, and he 
aggravated and irritated poachers so badly 

over the years that one of them burned his 
car to the ground!

 
An Encounter Too Close to Home

In November 2013, we posted a pic-
ture and information on our Facebook 
page about a poaching incident in New 
York. Matt, our Certification Programs 
Manager, lives in the Empire State and 
he helped organize a QDM Cooperative 
in Washington County near his home. 
Matt’s primary hunting area is near that 
Cooperative, so this story hit close to 
home. The short version is the Cooperative 
was following a 5½-year-old buck, and 
hopes were high for the 2013-14 season. 
Unfortunately, a poacher found the buck 
first and killed it illegally. To make matters 
worse, the poacher cut off the buck’s head 
and left the rest behind to rot. As we said at 
the beginning – poachers suck!

 
QDMA’s Recommendations 

Since our inception we have helped 
educate hundreds of legislators on this 
crime, and we have fought for tougher 
fines and penalties for poachers. The mil-
lions of law-abiding hunters deserve it, and 

we are proud to lead the charge. We will 
continue educating sportsmen and women 
on how to combat poaching. We will push 
this issue with state wildlife agencies that 
currently have modest fines and penalties 
for poaching. We will work with key legis-
lators to enact legislation for stricter fines, 
restitution fees and more. Mostly, we will 
fight for hunters’ rights by curbing poach-
ing and making those who still choose to 
steal from law-abiding hunters pay dearly. 
You can help by recruiting fellow hunters 
to join our ranks, because as our numbers 
grow, so does our influence in this worthy 
fight.

This New York buck, estimated to be 5½ 
years old by the hunters on a 1,700-acre QDM 
Cooperative in Washington County, was shot 
by a poacher at night from a public road in 
late October. The poacher took the head and 
abandoned the rest of the buck in the ditch. 
QDMA staff biologist Matt Ross (pictured here) 
lives nearby and helped start the Cooperative. 
Television news coverage of the incident and 
a $1,000 reward offered by QDMA’s Upper 
Hudson River Valley Branch helped produce 
hundreds of tips, but as of press time no arrest 
had been made in the case.

September 2013

September 2012
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buck Harvest regulatIons: one sIze does not fIt all

How does your state or province mea-
sure up with respect to buck harvest? Many 
hunters praise the hunting opportunities 
available in a select few states and prov-
inces. Iowa and Saskatchewan are com-
mon “dream” whitetail destinations, and 
many hunters play the “we should” game. 
As in, “we should move our season to be 
more like Iowa,” or “we should reduce our 
buck bag limit to be like Saskatchewan.” 
Regardless of where you live or hunt it is 
important to realize there are numerous 
variables that affect the deer 
herd and buck harvest such 
as bag limit, harvest regula-
tions and season length and 
timing. Fortunately, there 
is not a single recipe for 
success, rather the factors 
can be mixed, matched and/
or combined to tailor the 
program to specific locales, 
environments, conditions 
and hunting cultures.

Hunters today are far 
more engaged in deer man-
agement, and that’s a good 
thing. As a deer hunter you 
can be most productive in 
these discussions by being 
as knowledgeable as pos-
sible about what factors 
affect a program and how 
they can be manipulated to 
enhance a program and its 
hunting opportunities. We 
have the privilege of work-
ing in about 20 states each 
year, so we see a lot of posi-
tive and negative impacts 
of management variables on deer herds. 
We’ll share some of these to show why 
a one-buck bag limit works extremely 
well in some situations but not in others, 
why season length can be a dominating 
or minimal factor, and why hunter den-
sity and other factors often dictate what 

you have for a standing crop of deer. 
 
Buck Bag Limits

Buck bag limits are a hot topic among 
hunters with many suggesting a one- or 
two-buck annual limit would allow more 
bucks to survive deer seasons and move 
into the older age classes. A 2011 QDMA 
national survey showed the Southeast aver-
ages the highest buck bag limit (3.2 bucks 
per year) followed by the Northeast (3.1), 
Midwest (2.7), and eastern Canada (1 buck 

per year; see page 36 of the 2011 Whitetail 
Report for state-by-state and province-by-
province listings). Many states and prov-
inces have a one-buck limit, and many 
hunters in Michigan, Tennessee and else-
where argue their state should adopt this 
regulation. There is no doubt this limit 

is highly successful in Indiana, Kansas, 
Kentucky and Ohio as these states do a 
great job moving bucks into older age 
classes. 

So, does a one-buck limit always lead to 
success? The answer is a resounding “No.” 
Pennsylvania has always had a one-buck 
limit, and until antler point restrictions 
were implemented in 2002, the Keystone 
State’s buck harvest routinely included 
70- to 80-percent yearling bucks. Less than 
1 percent of Pennsylvania’s bucks reached 

maturity, and no deer manager 
would say Pennsylvania’s bucks 
had a healthy age structure. 
Minnesota also has a one-buck 
limit and as recently as 2007 and 
2008 its buck harvest included 
nearly 70 percent yearling bucks. 

Why are the results so 
different in Minnesota and 
Pennsylvania than the other 
one-buck states? The main dif-
ference is the sheer number of 
hunters. Pennsylvania has over 
900,000 hunters and Minnesota 
has around 500,000 while 
Indiana has less than 400,000, 
Kentucky has less than 350,000 
and Kansas has less than 300,000 
hunters. Ohio is the anomaly 
here as it has over 500,000 hunt-
ers, indicating other variables in 
combination with the bag limit 
are influencing the buck harvest. 
Pennsylvania leads the nation in 
hunter density, so even though 
Keystone State hunters can only 
shoot one buck per year, there 
are enough of them to still dra-

matically over-harvest the yearling seg-
ment of the buck population without an 
antler restriction. Indiana’s hunter density 
is only half of Pennsylvania’s, Kentucky’s 
is less than half, and Kansas has less than 
one-fifth of Pennsylvania’s hunter density. 
These states’ lower hunter densities allow 

Deer hunting rules that work for one state may not fit another. 
Consider the factors that explain the variety of whitetail hunting regulations. 

No single program is ideal for all locales in the whitetail’s range. Several factors 
including climate, hunting culture and hunter population are factors when  

states and provinces form their regulations.  
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a one-buck limit to be highly success-
ful, while this factor alone in Minnesota 
and Pennsylvania does not work nearly as 
well. When hunters discuss the bag limit 
for their state or province they need to 
consider it in context with their hunter 
numbers too.

 
Season Length

Our same national survey mentioned 
earlier also showed the Southeast averages 
the longest firearms season (68 days), fol-
lowed by eastern Canada (22 days), the 
Northeast (21 days), and Midwest (13 
days). Some hunters argue season length 
strongly influences the number of bucks 
that get harvested. This can be true in situ-
ations like South Carolina where the sea-
son is 140 days long in the eastern half of 
the state. That’s not a typo; eastern South 
Carolina’s buck season runs from August 
15 to January 1. On top of that, most 
of South Carolina’s coastal counties have 
no bag limit for bucks and several of the 
eastern counties along the North Carolina 
border have a five-buck limit! So, the long 
season certainly impacts the number of 
bucks shot annually, but the five-plus bag 
limit and/or lack of antler restriction in 
parts of the state likely compounds the 
effects of season length. For comparison, 
Pennsylvania’s firearms season is short (12 
days). However, as we’ve shown, prior to 
antler point restrictions the state still over-
harvested the yearling segment of bucks; 

even with a one-buck limit. Conversely, 
with Pennsylvania’s current regulations a 
lengthened firearms season would likely 
result in an only minor increase in buck 
harvest.

 
Hunter Density

This factor is rarely discussed by hunt-
ers, but it has immense implications for 
deer hunting on public and private lands. 
Many hunters recognize Iowa, Kansas, 
Montana, Nebraska and Texas produce 
more than their share of large bucks. 
However, few hunters realize these states 
range from only 1 to 4.5 hunters per square 

mile (PSM). Compare those numbers to 
New York (15.1), Rhode Island (16.5) and 
Pennsylvania (20.3 hunters PSM) and you 
start to understand the magnitude of dif-
ference in hunter opportunities, expecta-
tions and experiences. This doesn’t mean 
you can’t have high-quality hunting in 
states with high hunter densities. We’ve 
been fortunate to hunt whitetails in Illinois, 
Kentucky, Texas and elsewhere, yet some of 
our best deer hunting has been in New 
York and Pennsylvania. 

Also, how often is Rhode Island 
described as a “trophy” deer destination? 
Well from 1999 to 2009, when viewed on a 
PSM basis, only six states put more bucks 
in the Boone and Crockett record book! 
Those states (in order of appearance) were 
Illinois, Kentucky, Iowa, Ohio, Wisconsin 
and Indiana, so we’d say Rhode Island is in 
pretty good company. 

 
Antler Restrictions

In 2012, at least 22 states had some 
form of antler restriction implemented by 
the state wildlife agency (see pages 12-13 in 
our 2012 Whitetail Report for a complete 
listing). The restrictions were statewide 
for at least one buck in the bag limit in 
eight of those states. Fifteen states used 
an antler point restriction, three used an 
antler spread restriction, and four states 
used a combination restriction such as 
antler points/antler spread or main beam 

A one-buck bag limit does not always lead to success. It is important to consider bag limits within the con-
text of each state or province’s hunter numbers. 

> > >

In 2012, at least 22 states had some form of antler restriction. These restrictions have made an impact on 
the yearling buck harvest, but results are not consistent due to varying hunter densities and hunting culture.
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length/antler spread. Antler restrictions in 
these states have a huge impact on the buck 
harvest, but the results are not consistent 
across the board. For example, the percent-
age of yearling bucks in the harvest is near-
ly 50 percent in Pennsylvania but less than 
10 percent in Arkansas. Why the 
large difference? Some of it is 
likely a result of differing hunter 
densities and hunting culture. 

On the flip side, Oklahoma 
has no antler restriction but shot 
only 15 percent yearling bucks 
last season! This is due largely to 
a strong educational component 
from the Oklahoma Department 
of Wildlife Conservation urg-
ing hunters to protect yearling 
bucks. Their “Hunters In The 
Know Let Young Bucks Grow” 
campaign is highly successful at 
getting hunters to pass yearling 
bucks during the hunting season 
(see page 23).

 
Season Timing

Timing of the firearms sea-
son – relative to the rut – can 
greatly influence the buck har-
vest. For example, Minnesota’s 
firearms season was strategi-
cally placed to coincide with the 
rut to maximize hunter opportunity and 
buck harvest. This was in the mid 1970s 
when management programs were aimed 
at recovering deer herds, and the best way 
to do so was to protect antlerless deer and 
focus harvest pressure on bucks. The need 
to protect young bucks was a ways off. 
Conversely, Iowa’s primary firearms season 
was strategically placed to occur after the 
rut to minimize harvest pressure on bucks 
and allow farmers time to harvest their 
crops. 

The timing of firearm seasons 
becomes so engrained in our hunting cul-
ture that it makes them nearly impos-
sible to move. Case in point, we can be 
open minded on most deer issues or regu-
lations, but Kip couldn’t imagine being 
anywhere except at hunting camp on 
Thanksgiving weekend in high anticipa-
tion of Pennsylvania’s rifle opener on the 
Monday following the holiday. It is such 
an important day in Pennsylvania that 
many schools are closed so the kids (and 
teachers) can go hunting. Season timing 

can certainly impact the harvest, but in 
reality most other factors can more directly 
influence the size and age structure of 
the buck harvest, and moving the sea-
son is typically supported by fewer hunt-
ers than other more influential variables. 

Antlerless Harvest Opportunities
Antlerless harvest opportunities can 

also impact the buck harvest. This may 
seem strange to many hunters today given 
the liberal antlerless tag allocations in some 
jurisdictions and earn-a-buck programs in 
others. However, some areas have extreme-
ly limited antlerless harvest opportunities, 
at least for firearms hunters, and here are 
three examples. 

New Hampshire is near the northern 
limit of the whitetail’s range and can’t 
sustain similar antlerless harvests as many 
other states. Therefore, proper manage-
ment necessitates having no antlerless 
harvest opportunities during the firearms 
season in 12 of the state’s 20 wildlife man-
agement units (WMUs). Georgia firearm 
hunters can shoot up to 10 antlerless deer 
during a season that’s 75 to 89 days long; 
imagine how foreign the New Hampshire 
regulations must sound to them (and vice 
versa). Next, some counties in eastern 
Tennessee have no antlerless deer oppor-
tunities with a rifle. Hunters are limited to 

shooting antlerless deer in Monroe, Pickett 
and Polk counties with a bow or muzzle-
loader. Our final example is from Kip’s 
home state of Pennsylvania. Half of the 
state’s WMUs (11 of 22) prohibit antlerless 
harvest during the first five days of the fire-

arms season, and remember the 
season is only 12 days long. The 
lone exception is for landown-
ers enrolled in the deer man-
agement assistance program 
(DMAP). This severe restriction 
is compounded by limited ant-
lerless tags in many of those 11 
WMUs. The end result is many 
hunters are unable to acquire an 
antlerless tag in these WMUs, 
and the hunters who do have a 
very short window in firearms 
season to use them. Don’t blame 
Pennsylvania’s deer biologists 
for these restrictions. They nei-
ther proposed nor supported 
them, and their data strong-
ly suggests the regulations are 
unnecessarily restricting hunter 
opportunities.

The result of limited antler-
less harvest opportunities dur-
ing firearms season is additional 
pressure on the buck segment of 
the population. This factor may 

not impact the buck harvest to the degree 
that bag limits and hunter densities do, but 
it is a real variable and one that must be 
considered.

 
QDMA’s Recommendations 

No management program is ideal for 
all locales in the whitetail’s range. The 
sheer variance in climates, hunting cul-
tures, and human populations necessitates 
differing approaches to deer management. 
This is good, as a one-size-fits-all approach 
would make deer management extremely 
boring! The key is to become as knowl-
edgeable as possible about being a good 
steward of our natural resources, share that 
information with others, and then work to 
enhance the health of the deer herd and its 
habitat in your area. Worry less about what 
they do in other states and focus on how 
you can improve things in your neighbor-
hood. That is what being a good steward is 
all about, and tremendous hunting oppor-
tunities will follow.

While some areas of the country have liberal antlerless tag allocations, 
other areas have extremely limited antlerless harvest opportunities.
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Why Join QDMA?
Your support enables Our Mission: Ensuring the future of white-tailed deer, 

wildlife habitat and our hunting heritage. 
But as a QDMA member, you’ll also gain many hunting benefits:

Join Today!
QDMA.com • (800) 209-3337

More Hunting Success

As a QDMA member, you’ll learn 
how to consistently harvest more 

quality bucks with the latest 
information on deer senses, where 

and when mature bucks travel, 
expert stand setups, and the 

food sources that draw  
and hold them.

More Deer Knowledge

Discover how to attract and  
hold more deer where you hunt, 

regardless of acreage, with  
cutting-edge information on food 

plots, bedding cover, habitat 
management, strategies  
to control fawn losses to  

predators, and more.

More Fun!

Quality Deer Management  
produces a more intense rut, 
more chasing and grunting,  

more rubs and scrapes,  
more bucks seen, resulting  

in a more enjoyable 
hunting experience!

Do Your Part to Protect 
Deer Hunting

Your membership supports 
QDMA’s efforts to ensure quality 

deer herds and hunting 
opportunities for generations 

to come, on public and 
private lands.

Free DVD

Your QDMA Membership Kit 
includes a free gift: QDMA’s DVD 

production, Aging and Scoring  
Bucks on the Hoof, a $20 value  

free with your membership!

Six Issues of Quality Whitetails
Our award-winning deer hunting 

magazine, Quality Whitetails, 
gives you the information and 

guidance you need to enjoy more 
success where you hunt deer, from 

hunting strategies to food plots 
and habitat improvement. 
You’ll also receive official 
membership credentials 

and a vehicle decal.
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Public Involvement in Deer Management
An important component of the highly successful North American Model of 

Wildlife Conservation is that wildlife is held in trust by each state and province 

for its citizens to enjoy. Sportsmen and women are becoming increasingly 

engaged in deer management programs, and this is important as white-tailed 

deer are the most popular big game animal in the United States. Approximately 

three of every four hunters pursue whitetails, and whitetail hunters are the 

foundation of the $87 billion hunting industry. Given the whitetail’s importance, 

we surveyed state and provincial wildlife agencies to determine their level and 

means for public engagement on their deer management programs.
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Does Your state Have a Deer ManageMent Plan?
Management plans are written docu-

ments that establish specific goals, strate-
gies and timelines to achieve desired out-
comes. While the written plan is important, 
the process of stakeholder collaboration 
and articulation of specific outcomes is 
often equally if not more important. Thus, 
plans exist for managing a wide variety of 
natural resources.

Surprisingly, only 18 of 37 states (49 
percent) have a published deer manage-
ment plan. Plans are most prevalent in the 
Northeast where nine of 13 states (69 per-
cent) have one. Few states in the Midwest 
(5 of 13; 38 percent) or Southeast (4 of 11; 
36 percent) have plans and this is concern-
ing given the importance of deer hunting 
to those regions. For states with published 
plans, 10-year and 5-year plans are most 
common. In Canada one of five provinces 
(Quebec) have a deer plan, and its duration 
is eight years.

For states with published deer plans, 
all allow the public to provide input to 
the plans, and 11 of 14 (79 percent) allow 
the public to serve on the plans’ steering 
committees. Only Arkansas, Mississippi 
and West Virginia do not allow the public 
to serve on the plans’ steering committees. 
In Quebec, the public can provide input 
to the deer plan and serve on its steering 
committee. For sportsmen and women in 
Georgia and Michigan, your plans expire 
this year, so you have an immediate oppor-
tunity to get engaged and help shape the 
future of deer hunting in your states. For 
sportsmen and women in Kansas, Maine, 
New Hampshire, North Dakota, Virginia 
and West Virginia, your plans expire next 
year, so you’re on deck.

 
QDMA’s Recommendations 

Given the whitetail’s importance to 
the entire hunting industry and wildlife 
management system, QDMA recommends 
all states and provinces have a published 
deer management plan created with input 
from all key deer stakeholder groups. 
QDMA staff has provided input to numer-
ous states’ management plans, served on 
several states’ steering committees, and we 
look forward to working closely with states 
and provinces on future plans.

 Deer Plan Plan Public Steering
State/Province Plan? Duration (Years) Expiration Input? Committee?
Illinois NO        
Indiana NO        
Iowa NO        
Kansas YES 10 2015 YES YES
Kentucky NO        
Michigan YES 5 2014 YES YES
Minnesota NO     YES YES
Missouri NO        
Nebraska NO        
North Dakota YES 5 2015 * *
Ohio NO        
South Dakota YES 10 2017 YES *
Wisconsin YES Indefinite   YES YES
Midwest Total 5 of 13        

Connecticut NO        
Delaware YES 10 2019 YES YES
Maine YES 15 2015 YES *
Maryland YES 10 2018 YES YES
Massachusetts NO        
New Hampshire YES 10 2015 YES YES
New Jersey NO        
New York YES 5 2016 YES *
Pennsylvania YES 10 2018 YES YES
Rhode Island NO        
Vermont YES 10 2020 YES YES
Virginia YES 10 2015 YES YES
West Virginia YES 5 2015 YES NO
Northeast Total 9 of 13        

Alabama NO        
Arkansas YES 5 2018 YES NO
Florida YES 10 2018 YES YES
Georgia YES 10 2014 YES YES
Louisiana NO        
Mississippi YES 5 2017 YES NO
North Carolina NO        
Oklahoma NO        
South Carolina NO        
Tennessee NO        
Texas NO        
Southeast Total 4 of 11        
   
U.S. Total 18 of 37        
          
Alberta  *        
British Columbia NO        
Manitoba  *        
New Brunswick NO        
Nova Scotia NO        
Ontario  *        
Quebec YES 8 2017 YES YES
Saskatchewan NO        
Canada Total 1 of 5        

* data not available/provided  

Deer ManageMent Plans by state/Province
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Public inPut on Deer regulations
In addition, we also asked state and 

provincial wildlife agencies if their agen-
cy is required to provide public involve-
ment in regulatory changes involving deer 
and how they gauge public sentiment or 
accepted public comment on deer manage-
ment/regulatory issues. Twenty-seven of 31 
states (88 percent) are required to do so. 
Kentucky, Maryland, Missouri and North 
Dakota are not required to provide pub-
lic involvement, but fortunately all four 
of these states do engage the public on 
deer matters. In Canada, only one of five 
provinces (Quebec) is required to provide 
public involvement in regulatory changes 
for deer.

The most popular means for gaug-
ing public sentiment or accepting public 
comment on deer management/regulatory 
issues are public meetings (35 of 37 states), 
e-mail (31 states), mail (30 states), and 
phone calls (29 states). Less popular means 
are telephone surveys (16 states) and social 
media (17 states). Notably, North Dakota 
and Tennessee are the only states that 
do not host public meetings. Regionally, 
telephone surveys are more popular in the 
Southeast (64 percent of states) than other 
regions, mail surveys are more popular in 
the Northeast (85 percent of states) than 
other regions, and internet surveys are 
more popular in the Midwest (69 percent 
of states) than the Northeast or Southeast. 
In Canada, phone calls are the most popu-
lar option (four of five provinces), fol-
lowed by public meetings, mail surveys, 
traditional mail and e-mail, all of which are 
used by three of five provinces.

 
QDMA’s Recommendations

QDMA is a strong proponent for pub-
lic involvement in deer management, and 
we were pleased to see all states engage 
the public, even when not required to 
do so. We recommend states and prov-
inces engage sportsmen and women at 
an even higher level in the future to forge 
strong relationships and maintain open 
and effective lines of communication. We 
also recommend more states make use of 
the Internet and social media for educating 
and communicating with their constitu-
ents, as these channels are used more regu-
larly by younger hunters, who represent 
the future of deer hunting.

Public inPut requireMents & How wilDlife agencies gauge Public sentiMent

 Public
 Input Public Phone Mail  Social Traditional Phone
State/Province Required? Meetings Surveys Surveys Internet Media Mail Calls E-mails Other
Illinois * X   X X X X X X  
Indiana YES X X X X X X X    
Iowa YES X   X     X X X  
Kansas * X   X X   X X X  
Kentucky NO X X   X X        
Michigan YES X   X X X X X X  
Minnesota YES X   X X   X X X  
Missouri NO X   X   X X X X  
Nebraska YES X         X X X  
North Dakota NO           X X    
Ohio YES X   X X   X X X X
South Dakota YES X X X X X X X X  
Wisconsin YES X X X X X X X X X
Midwest Total 8 of 11 10 of 13 4 of 13 10 of 13 9 of 13 7 of 13 12 of 13 12 of 13 10 of 13 2 of 13

Connecticut YES X   X X   X   X  
Delaware YES X   X   X X   X  
Maine * X           X X  
Maryland NO X X X   X X X X  
Massachusetts * X   X   X X X X  
New Hampshire YES X X X X X X X X  
New Jersey YES X   X X   X X X  
New York YES X   X     X   X  
Pennsylvania YES X X X     X X X  
Rhode Island YES X         X X X  
Vermont YES X   X X X X X X  
Virginia YES X X X X   X X X  
West Virginia YES X X X     X X X X
Northeast Total 10 of 11 13 of 13 5 of 13 11 of 13 5 of 13 5 of 13 12 of 13 10 of 13 13 of 13 1 of 13

Alabama YES X X X X X X X X  
Arkansas * X     X X X X X  
Florida YES X X X X X   X X  
Georgia YES X X   X X X X X  
Louisiana YES X   X     X X X  
Mississippi YES X X X            
North Carolina YES X         X     X
Oklahoma YES X X X X X X X X  
South Carolina * X X X X          
Tennessee YES   X X         X  
Texas YES X           X X  
Southeast Total 9 of 9 10 of 11 7 of 11 7 of 11 6 of 11 5 of 11 6 of 11 7 of 11 8 of 11 1 of 11
    
U.S. Total 27 of 31 35 of 37 16 of 37 28 of 37 20 of 37 17 of 37 30 of 37 29 of 37 31 of 37 4 of 37
                   
Alberta *                  
British Columbia NO X     X     X    
Manitoba *                  
New Brunswick NO X   X     X X X  
Nova Scotia NO X         X X X  
Ontario *                  
Quebec YES     X   X        
Saskatchewan NO     X     X X X  
Canada Total 1 of 5 3 of 5 0 of 5 3 of 5 1 of 5 1 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 3 of 5 0 of 5

* data not available
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Who’s Keeping an eye on Deer?
One important component of wildlife 

agency and public engagement is the num-
ber of deer-focused staff employed by states 
and provinces. State and provincial wild-
life agencies are responsible for managing 
all wildlife within their jurisdictions, thus 
some staff focus on deer, others on turkeys, 
small game, waterfowl, etc. Whitetails are 
just one of many responsibilities, but the 
bulk of funding for most wildlife agen-
cies comes directly or indirectly from this 
single game species. Thus, we asked state 
and provincial wildlife agencies how many 
active “deer staff” were employed by their 
agency in 2013 and whether that number 
had declined, remained stable or increased 
during the past five years. Thirty-seven 
states reported 165 deer staff, and this 
included full-time positions with more 
than 50 percent of their time dedicated 
to deer. Numbers ranged from zero staff 
in South Dakota to 84 in Texas, and most 
reported one (13 of 37 states) or two (12 of 
37 states) deer staff.

Regionally, the Southeast averaged the 
most staff at 9.9 per state, which is skewed 
by 84 staff focused on deer in Texas alone! 
The Southeast still averaged the most (2.5 
per state) even with Texas’s high value 
excluded. The Northeast ranked second at 
2.3 deer staff per state, and the Midwest 
was third with 2.0 deer staff per state. In 
Canada, deer staff averaged 2.9 per province 
and ranged from 1.0 in British Columbia, 
New Brunswick and Saskatchewan to 10 in 
Quebec. Canada’s deer staff outranked the 
Midwest and Northeast, although it is sur-
prising to see Saskatchewan’s low number.

The number of deer positions has been 
stable during the past five years in 26 of 37 
states (70 percent), increased in four states 
(11 percent), and declined in seven states 
(19 percent). The declines are disturbing 
given the importance of whitetails to the 
hunting industry and our wildlife manage-
ment system. Of the seven states with fewer 
deer staff today, one was in the Southeast 
(Mississippi), three were in the Northeast 
(Maryland, Massachusetts and New York), 
and three were in the Midwest (Illinois, 
Indiana and Minnesota). Collectively, these 
states have over 2.8 million hunters and 
contribute $9.9 billion per year to their 
states’ economies! That should be enough 
to at least maintain their deer staff. The 

four states with increased staff are Florida, 
Kentucky, Maine and Wisconsin. Kudos 
to these states for adding these important 
positions. In Canada, all five provinces 
reported stable deer numbers during the 
past five years.

 
QDMA’s Recommendation

QDMA recognizes the budgetary 
constraints facing many wildlife agencies 

today. However, whitetails are the back-
bone of the entire hunting industry and 
wildlife management system in the U.S. 
and Canada. As such, all states and prov-
inces should make employment of trained 
deer management professionals a budget-
ary priority and maintain a competent 
deer management team appropriate for 
their state’s deer herd and hunter numbers.

nuMber of Deer-focuseD staff* eMPloyeD by states/Provinces in 2013
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2

Data not 
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3 or more
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trenDs in tHe nuMber of Deer-focuseD staff* over tHe Past five years
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Data not 
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Increased

*More than 50% of employee time spent on deer

*More than 50% of employee time spent on deer
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85

Top 6 
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deer-focused employee 
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coMMunication & science vs. Public Desire

Communication is key to successful 
wildlife management. Wildlife agencies 
need to communicate regularly with their 
constituents to inform and garner sup-
port for their programs, as even the best 
management programs can fail without 
such support. Therefore, we asked state 
and provincial wildlife agencies to rate 
their own effectiveness at communicating 
with the public and to rank the impacts of 
science and public desire in their final deer 
hunting regulations. These can be “touchy” 
questions, and some respondents request-
ed anonymity, so responses are reported by 
region only. 

With respect to communication, only 
three of 33 states (9 percent) reported 
their communication with the public was 
excellent. At the other end of the spectrum 
one state felt theirs was poor. Most states 
reported their communication with the 
public was good (61 percent) or fair (27 
percent). Collectively, nearly a third (30 
percent) reported their communication 
was poor or fair – this shows great oppor-
tunity for future agency/public relations.

Regionally, in the Southeast, over half 
of states (60 percent) felt their communi-
cation was good. In the Northeast, half of 
the states reported their communication 
was only fair. In the Midwest, most states 
(92 percent) felt their communication was 
good or excellent. In Canada, three of five 
provinces ranked their communication as 
fair and two provinces felt it was good. 
No provinces ranked their communication 
with the public as poor or excellent.

With respect to the impacts of science 
and public desire on deer hunting regu-
lations, science averaged 7.0 and public 
desire averaged 5.7 on a scale from 1 to 10. 
Science ranked highest in the Northeast 
(7.5) and lowest in the Southeast (6.5). 
Public desire also ranked highest in the 
Northeast (6.2) and lowest in the Southeast 
(4.9) which identifies some of the subjec-
tivity in the questions. Importantly, nine of 
30 states (30 percent) reported that public 
desire outranked science in the final deer 
hunting regulations, and three additional 
states reported that it equaled science in 
these decisions. Collectively, 12 states (four 

    
Region Poor Fair Good Excellent
Midwest 0 of 13 1 of 13 11 of 13 1 of 13
Northeast 0 of 10 5 of 10 3 of 10 2 of 10
Southeast 1 of 10 3 of 10  6 of 10 0 of 10
U.S. Total 1 of 33 9 of 33 20 of 33 3 of 33

Canada 0 of 5 3 of 5 2 of 5 0 of 5

effectiveness of wilDlife agencies at coMMunicating witH tHe Public

   
 
Region Science Public Desire
Midwest 7.1 6.0
Northeast 7.5 6.2
Southeast 6.5  4.9
U.S. Total 7.0 5.7

Canada 7.0 6.0

iMPact of science & Public Desire 
on Deer Hunting regulations

(Rated on a scale from 1 to 10, averages listed)

30 percent of states reported 
that public desire outranked 

science in the final deer 
hunting regulations, and 

three additional 
states reported  

that it equaled science in  
these decisions. 

in each region) felt public desire was as 
important or more important than science 
in the outcome of their final deer hunting 
regulations (this could be a result of politi-
cal influence and not necessarily the choice 
of the agency). This shows sportsmen and 
women may play a larger role than many 
of them realize, and that we need to better 
educate our natural resource commission-
ers regarding the importance of science in 
these decisions. In Canada science ranked 
7.0 and public desire ranked 6.0, and one 
province ranked public desire equal to sci-
ence in the final deer hunting regulations.

 
QDMA’s Recommendations

QDMA is a strong proponent of 
public involvement in deer management, 
which necessitates good communication. 
We recommend that wildlife agencies bet-
ter inform and engage the public on deer 
issues and that sportsmen and women 
better educate themselves on critical deer 
issues so they can contribute more effec-
tively in these discussions. We are pleased 
to see the impact of public desire on deer 
regulations in many states, but we cau-
tion against public desire receiving greater 
importance than science, as it appears to in 
some states. Proper wildlife management 
is a mix of science, art and public opinion 
but science should carry the most weight 
in this arena.
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Bring your outdoo
r skills, stories 

and smiles 

to Athens, Georgia
 for QDMA’s 14th Annual 

National Conventio
n... rendezvous st

yle!

Mark your calendars for J u l y  2 4 - 2 7,  2 0 1 4 

to enjoy the NEW events this year, such as the 

Outdoorsman Challenge, themed parties 

and late night bonfires with QDMA friends.  

And don’t forget, just like every rendezvous, there will also be 

plenty of  live music, so be sure to pack your dancing shoes!

N a t i o N a l 
CoNveNtioN

Head for the hills, folks, and bring your 

buckskins – we're havin' a rendezvous!

(800) 209.DEER•QDMA.coM



.com


